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西容與方法 :本研究收集了 96位病人共112顆焦點性肝病灶， 
其中别除了 14位病人共16顆病灶，餘下82位病人共96顆病灶 























Focal lesions are commonly seen within the liver at autopsy. Differentiation of these 
lesions remain a diagnostic problem especially in the presence of diffuse 
hepatocellular disease such as cirrhosis. Sonography plays a major role and has been 
used to characterize focal hepatic lesions. Various modes of sonography were used 
over the years to characterize and monitor post chemotherapy response of focal 
hepatic lesions by providing a functional index. A recent technique termed ‘ Color 
Power Angiography (CPA)，which displays the strength of integrated Doppler signal 
has been reported. Application of this technique in hepatic imaging has been scanty 
to date. This study was conducted in order to compare Color Power Angiography 
(CPA) with Color Doppler (CD) imaging, identify qualitative and quantitative 
characteristics and explore the effectiveness of this technique in the characterization 
and differentiation of common focal hepatic lesions. Origin of CPA signals of focal 
hepatic lesions and limitations of this technique will also be addressed. 
96 subjects with 112 focal hepatic lesions were recruited with 14 patients and 16 focal 
hepatic lesions excluded. All remaining 82 subjects with 96 focal hepatic lesions were 
prospectively evaluated by the ATL HDI 3000 sonographic unit equipped with CPA 
and conventional color Doppler (CD). Signals were evaluated qualitatively and semi-
quantitatively by a scoring system which analyzed the average signal amount and 
density within each lesion. A simple sponge phantom was studied to determine if 
origin of CPA signals could be related to architecture. 
iii 
CPA was superior to CD in focal hepatic lesion imaging with increased detection by 
50% both qualitatively and quantitatively. Qualitative CPA characteristics of focal 
hepatic lesions were displayed and particularly important, qualitative characteristic 
‘diffuse blush，was demonstrated in all capillary haemangiomas using CPA and 
hyperechoic avascular (CD-) metastases. Interobserver qualitative image analysis 
showed no significant difference. 
Quantitative CPA documented the signal parameters in focal hepatic lesions and 
showed that capillary haemangiomas have the highest mean CPA signal hit number 
(26 per cm^) and percentage area (26%) and confirmed diffuse vessel distribution in 
capillary haemangioma. Various signal distribution pattem in focal hepatic lesion on 
quantitative CPA were displayed. Quantitative CPA showed inverse linear 
relationship between lesion size and signal amount in focal hepatic lesions. Using 
CPA signal count and hit density, ROC curves can differentiate benign from 
malignant focal hepatic lesions with a sensitivity of 84% & 67% respectively and a 
specificity of 58% & 77% respectively. The sponge phantom test produced a similar 
qualitative and quantitative CPA appearance to capillary haemanigoma suggesting 
that these signals are most likely related to architecture rather than flow. 
CPA can characterize focal hepatic lesions both qualitatively and semi-quantitatively. 
CPA remains an adjunct to CD and employing both qualitative and quantitative 
techniques can effectively differentiate majority of focal hepatic lesions, particularly 
well in distinguishing benign from malignant. 
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Introduction 
Chapter 1 Introduction 
Knowledge of hepatic anatomy is essential in the management of patients with focal 
hepatic lesions. Precise localization and characterization of the lesion is important as 
the feasibility and type of treatment depends on these factors. Identification of 
anatomical landmarks in the liver is possible with Computed Tomography (CT) and 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), but is particularly convenient and safe with 
sonography. Understanding the anatomy and function of the liver helps explain 
clinical symptoms as well as predict possible pathological processes that are 
influential in choosing the appropriate management plan. 
1 
Introduction Microscopic anatomy 
1.1 Anatomy of liver 
1.1.1 Microscopic anatomy 
The human liver is composed of about 50,000 to 100,000 basic functional units 
termed the liver lobule, which is a cylindrical structure several millimeters in length 
and 0.8 to 2 millimeters in diameter. The liver lobule is constructed around a central 
vein that empties into the hepatic veins and then into the inferior vena cava (figures 
1.01 a & b). The lobule itself is composed principally of many hepatic plates that 
radiate centrifugually from the central vein like spokes in a wheel (figure 1.02). Each 
hepatic plate is usually two cells thick, and between the adjacent cells lie small bile 
canaliculi that empty into bile ducts in the fibrous septa separating the adjacent liver 
lobules. 
Also in the septa are small portal lobules that receive their blood supply mainly from 
the venous outflow of the gastrointestinal tract by way of the portal veins. From these 
venules blood flows into branching hepatic sinusoids that lie between the hepatic 
plates and then into the central vein. Thus the hepatic cells are exposed continuously 
to portal venous blood. 
Hepatic arterioles are present in the interlobular septa. These arterioles supply blood 
to the septal tissues between the adjacent lobules, and many of the small arterioles 
also empty directly into the hepatic sinusoids. 
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Figure 1.01a Microscopic structure of a liver lobule, showing the hepatic cellular 
plates and the portal triad. (Reprint from Guyton, Taylor, and Granger : Circulatory 
Physiology , vol 2: Dynamics and control of the body fluids. Philadelphia, W.B. 
Saunders Company, 1975) 
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Figure 1.01 b Histological section of the normal liver functional unit. (Reprint from 
Andrews W H H, studies in biology no.l05, 1979) 
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Figure 1.02 Model of a lobule. Three portal tracts surround and run parallel to a 
central hepatic vein. An acinus is outlined. (Reprint from Andrews W H H, studies in 
biology no.l05, 1979) 
In addition to the hepatocytes, the venous sinusoids are lined by two other types of 
cells namely endothelial and Kupffer cells. Beneath the endothelial lining is a narrow 
tissue space called the space of Disse. The millions of spaces of Disse in turn connect 
with lymphatic vessels in the interlobular septa. Therefore, excess fluid in these 
spaces is removed through the lymphatics (Guyton and Hall, Textbook of Medical 
Physiology, 8'^  edition 1991, WB Saunders, Philadelphia). 
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1.1.2 Sonographic anatomy 
The identification of anatomical landmarks in the liver with sonography allows 
precise localization ofhepatic lesions. 
1.1.2.1 Segments of liver 
Sonographically, the liver is divided into two lobes and eight segments. The division 
of the liver is based on vascular territories that produce potential surgical 
intersegmental and interlobular planes containing the hepatic veins. (Couinaud C 
1957，Bismuth H 1982). The oblique sagittal plane between the inferior vena cava and 
gall bladder along the main lobar fissure separates the right from the left hepatic lobe. 
The hepatic veins divide the liver on oblique sagittal planes into four segments, and 
the portal vein further subdivides each segment supero-inferiorly into two segments 
constituting a total of eight surgical segments excluding the caudate lobe (figure 1.03). 
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Figure 1.03 Surgical segments of the liver. Note the caudate is separate from these 
eight segments. (Reprint from Hoogewoud H M, Hepatocellular Carcinoma and Liver 
Metastases: Diagnosis and Treatment, 1993) 
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1.1.2.2 Porta hepatis 
The porta hepatis is normally assessed on sagittal sonogram as shown (figure 1.04) 
which contains the portal vein dorsally, common duct ventrally and the common 
hepatic artery in between. 
Figure 1.04 Sagittal sonogram through porta hepatis showing portal triad composed 
ofhepatic artery (HA) (arrowhead), portal vein (PV) and common bile duct (CBD). 
Not infrequently, small lymph nodes can be seen in the hepatoduodenal ligament 
surrounding the common hepatic artery and have been termed "Daisy Chain nodes" 
(figure 1.05) (Metreweli C, Ward SC 1995). 
Figure 1.05 Nodes around the proper hepatic artery termed as "Daisy chain" nodes 
(arrow heads) (HA= proper hepatic artery, Con = portal confluence). 
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1.1.2.3 Hepatic ligaments 
The falciform ligament contains the obliterated umbilical vein caudally (ligamentum 
teres hepatis) and can be seen in the axial section of the liver as shown (figure 1.06). 
| M i 
m 
Figure 1.06 Ligamentum teres seen on axial section of liver. The acoustic shadow is 
due to attenuation of fat within this ligament (LT= Ligamentum teres, S= acoustic 
shadow). 
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The ligamentum venosum can be seen in the sagittal section of the left lobe which 
serves as an important landmark in demarcating the caudate lobe anteroposteriorly and 
separating it from the left medial segment ( segments IV a & IV b) (figure 1.07). 
Figure 1.07 Ligamentum venosum separating the quadrate segment of the left lobe 
anteriorly from the caudate. (MHV= middle hepatic vein, LV= Ligamentum venosum, 
CAU= caudate lobe, IVC= inferior vena cava). 
The right and left coronary ligaments subdivide from the falciform ligament and 
define the extraperitoneal bare area of the liver. They are rarely seen on sonography 
except in the presence of fluid in the peritoneal cavity such as ascites. 
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1.1.2.4 Venous drainage 
The three hepatic veins (left, middle and right) draining into the IVC and divide the 
liver into four segments on three oblique sagittal planes. This relationship is best 
demonstrated on the axial section above the portal venous plane on sonography 
(figure 1.08). The left and middle hepatic veins may join to form a common trunk 
before entering the IVC. The right hepatic vein normally enters separately. Numerous 
other small hepatic veins are also usually recognized on sonography. 
Figure 1.08 This sonogram shows the three hepatic veins converging into the inferior 
vena cava (RHV= right hepatic vein, MHV= middle hepatic vein, LHV= left hepatic 
vein, IVC= inferior vena cava). 
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The left hepatic vein separates segment IV from segments II & III and drains most of 
segments II & III. As the left hepatic vein separates early into smaller branches, it can 
be identified sonographically only in the cranial aspect of separation whereas the 
caudal aspect of this plane is delimited in the ligamentum teres and falciform 
ligament. 
The middle hepatic vein drains most of the blood from segments IVa & b (quadrate 
lobe) of the left lobe, and from segments V and VIII (right anterior segment). 
The right hepatic vein separates segments VI and VII (right posterior segment) from 
segments V and VIII (right anterior segment). It drains predominantly the former, and 
dorsal and ventral aspect of the latter. 
The caudate lobe (segment I) lies left and anterior to the IVC. It is considered a 
separate entity as it is drained independently by one or more veins entering the IVC 
directly. 
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1.1.2.5 Portal venous drainage 
The portal vein carries splanchnic blood to the liver and is formed by the confluence 
of the superior mesenteric, splenic and inferior mesenteric veins. The main portal vein 
measures approximately 8cm long (Hoogewoud H M, Hepatocellular Carcinoma and 
Liver Metastases: Diagnosis and Treatment, 1993) courses cephalad and rightward 
dividing into the right and left portal veins. The right portal vein varies from 0 to 3 
cm in length. The left portal vein is approximately 4cm long (Hoogewoud H M, 
Hepatocellular Carcinoma and Liver Metastases: Diagnosis and Treatment, 1993). 
Both lie anterior to the caudate and course in opposite directions. 
On sonography, the MPV can be assessed within the porta hepatis on the oblique 
sagittal section of the left lobe of liver as previously described. The RPV is best seen 
in the intercostal oblique section of the right lobe as shown where it soon divides into 
its anterior and posterior branches (figure 1.09), which each further divide into 
superior and inferior branches. 
The anterior ascending branch of the RPV drains segment VIII，anterior descending 
branch drains segment V, posterior ascending branch drains segment VII and posterior 
descending branch drains segment VI. 
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Figure 1.09 Intercostal oblique scan showing the anterior branch of right portal vein 
branching into its ascending and descending branches ( ARPV= anterior branch of 
right portal vein, SUP = superior branch, INF = inferior branch). 
The left portal vein is seen on axial section where the two branches arising laterally 
and draining segments II and III can be seen (figure 1.10). The ascending branch of the 
LPV can be seen as a sharp curve on sagittal section through the porta hepatis where it 
enters the quadrate lobe (segment VI a & b). 
The caudate lobe is supplied by one or more branches arising from the portal 
burcation or from the right or left portal vein directly. 
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1.1.2.6 Hepatic artery 
The most common anatomy of the hepatic artery and its tributaries is shown in figure 
l . l l .The hepatic artery originates from the coeliac axis with a 65-75% incidence 
(Kadir S�Atlas of normal and variant angiographic anatomy, 1991). It gives rise to the 
common hepatic artery where the gastroduodenal artery branches off, and continues 
into the proper hepatic artery at the level of porta hepatis. The proper hepatic artery 
subdivides into the right and left hepatic artery following similar architecture of the 
portal veins to supply the respective segments of the liver. 
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Figure 1.11 Normal and most common form of hepatic artery and it tributaries' 
anatomy ( Reprint from Kadir S�Atlas of normal and variant angiographic anatomy) 
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However, the supply of the liver is subject to considerable variations (figure 1.12 a - i) 
ofwhich the right hepatic branch taking origin from the SMA or replaced right hepatic 
artery (figure 1.12 c) and left hepatic branch originating from the left gastric artery 
(figure 1.12 e) are the most common forms, with an incidence of 18% and 12% 
respectively (Kadir S , Atlas of normal and variant angiographic anatomy, 1991). 
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Figure 1.12 a - i Variants of coeliac axis hepatic artery and its tributaries (Reprint 
from Hoogewoud H M, Hepatocellular Carcinoma and Liver Metastases: Diagnosis 
and Treatment, 1993). 
The caudate lobe receives blood from a small branch sometimes known as the middle 
hepatic artery arising from the right or left hepatic artery directly (Kadir S , Atlas of 
normal and variant angiographic anatomy, 1991). 
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1.2 Anatomical implications 
1.2.1 Surgical resectability 
There are several considerations which affect surgical viability. These include: 
(i) Presence of cirrhosis is a relative contraindication (depending on the stage of 
cirrhosis and the size of resection) to major resection since cirrhotic livers lack 
regeneration capacity. 
(ii) Vascular patency is crucial in determining operability. As a general principle, any 
invasion of either portal veins (PV), inferior vena cava (IVC) or hepatic veins 
(HV) renders lesions unresectable. 
(iii) Knowledge of the location of a lesion in relation to major anatomical landmarks 
helps the surgeon take adequate intraoperative measures to avoid surgical 
disasters. 
(iv) Number and nature of tumor are important considerations. Manifestations in 
multiple segments cranial and caudal to the axial portal vein plane in both lobes 
and infiltrating tumor are particularly difficult to resect and virtually impossible. 
(Hoogewoud H M，Hepatocellular Carcinoma and Liver Metastases: Diagnosis 
and Treatment, 1993). 
(v) Presence of at least one centimeter tumor free margin of healthy hepatic 
parenchyma renders a lesion resectable. Tumour too close to major vasculature 
has a bad prognosis for resection. 
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1.2.2 Surgical apporach 
Choice ofsurgical approach and extent of resection depends on the subject's anatomy, 
and position of the focal lesion. 
(i) Excluding major anatomical variants and malformations is essential in deciding 
the appropriate surgical approach. 
(ii) Segmentectomy is performed for solitary as well as multiple lesions in different 
segments. Common forms of segmentectomy are summarized below (figure 1.13). 
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(i) Figure 1.13 Various forms of common surgical hepatic resections (Reprint from 
Hoogewoud H M, Hepatocellular Carcinoma and Liver Metastases: Diagnosis and 
Treatment, 1993). 
(ii) Tumorectomy or wedge resection is reserved for small, superficial and isolated 
lesions. Presence of margin of healthy parenchyma is an important requirement. 
This form of surgery is most commonly performed for resection of metastatic 
focal lesion from colorectal primary. 
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1.2.3 Baseline for follow up 
Knowing the site and number of lesions is essential in monitoring disease progress. 
1.2.4 Monitoring tumor response to therapy 
Systemic chemotherapy is the therapy of choice for non resectable tumors. Although 
effective in the treatment of metastases form colorectal primaries, patients suffer from 
side effects. Close monitoring of response is essential to achieve optimal therapy. 
Sonography provides a quick, convenient and non- invasive way of monitoring. 
Objective and comparable criteria (Hoogewoud H M, Hepatocellular Carcinoma and 
Liver Metastases: Diagnosis and Treatment, 1993) used to determine response rates 
are: 
(i) Reduction of less than 50% in the product of the largest perpendicular diameters 
of the most clearly visible lesions are interpreted as 'STABLE' disease. 
(ii) Reduction by at least 50 % in the product of the largest perpendicular diameters 
of the most clearly visible lesions with no increase in other lesion and absence of 
new areas of disease are interpreted as 'PARTIAL' response to therapy. 
(iii) Absence of any detectable tumor mass by any means, chemistry, radiological 
investigations are interpreted as ‘COMPLETE，response to therapy. 
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1.2.4 Pre-systemic internal therapy radiological assessment 
Catheters delivering chemotherapeutic or embolic agents are positioned 
angiographically in the desired position for systemic internal radio/chemotherapy. A 
detailed study of the vascular anatomy of the liver must be performed prior to 
treatment as the anatomy of the coeliac trunk and hepatic artery (HA) are subject to 
variation. 
Michels N A，1955 found an aberrant hepatic artery in 45% of 200 cadavers studied, 
31.5 % having only one aberrant and 10% two or more hepatic artery. Variations such 
as accessory hepatic arteries originating from the SMA must be detected as well (Cho 
K J et al，1989). Screening of variants of hepatic artery can be done by duplex 
sonography, although it is usually confirmed by angiography. 
19 
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Chapter 2 Background 
Focal hepatic lesions are commonly encountered during sonography of the liver. 
Understanding the pathology of these hepatic lesions aids in the differential diagnosis. 
Of all imaging techniques for the liver, ultrasonography is relatively cheap, quick and 
effective. Recent advances in sonography include Color Power Angiography (CPA). 
The physics and appropriate regions of clinical application of CPA will be described 
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2.1 Common focal hepatic lesions 
The liver may harbour benign or malignant focal lesions. Benign lesions are usually 
of little clinical significance (Fnericks F T, 1861) whilst malignant disease usually has 
significant clinical and therapeutic implications. Haemangiomas, hepatocellular 
carcinoma and metastases are the most commonly encountered lesions in this part of 
the world. 
2.1.1 Haemangiomas 
Hepatic haemangioma is the most common primary tumour of the liver (Oschner J L 
& Halvert B 1958, Ishak K G & Rabik L 1975，Zafrani C S 1989)with a post-mortem 
incidence of about 2 to 5% (Oschner J L & Halvert B 1958，Sherlock 1989). It is 
usually asymptomatic, seen as a small hyperechoic lesion of less than 2,5 cm in 
diameter and presents as an incidental finding on sonography (Little J M , Kenny J & 
Holland M J, 1990). These well defined lesions are usually termed ‘capillary’ 
haemangioma. Haemangiomas may grow up to 30cm in diameter, showing 
inhomogenous echogenicity. These larger lesions are generally termed ‘cavernous， 
haemangioma. 
Macroscopically both capillary and cavernous haemangiomas are usually reddish 
purple or black in color and well circumscribed but not encapsulated (figure 2.01). 
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Thrombosis, fibrosis and calcifications are commonly seen in larger haemangiomas. 
Small haemangiomas (capillary) are composed of microscopic blood vessels conform 
to the caliber of normal capillaries whereas larger haemangiomas are composed of 
vascular channels of varying size lined by endothelium (Robbins S L, Pathologic basis 
of disease 3'^ edition, WB Saunders, Philadelphia, 1984). 
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Figure 2.01. Hepatic haemangiomas with typical honey comb appearance. The larger 
(arrows) appears heterogenous and smaller (arrowheads) homogenous, correlating 
with usual sonographic appearance. (Reprint from Wright DGD, 1993 , Atlas ofLiver 
Pathology, 2"^ ed, ed by Gresham GA, Kluwer academic publishers, London, 152). 
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2.1.2 Hepatocellular Carcinoma 
Hepatocellular carcinoma is the most common primaty hepatic malignancy of the 
liver. Relative incidence ranges from about 1% of all malignancies in the United 
States to as much as 10% in parts of Africa (Wright D G D，Atlas ofliver pathology, 
Kluwer Academic Publishers, London, 1993). The geographical areas with the highest 
incidence are South Africa and South East Asia (Cancer Incidence in five continents 
ref: 23，86，87). More than 1500 new cases ofhepatocellular carcinoma are diagnosed 
in Hong Kong each year. (Leung W T, 1995 Treatment ofInoperable Hepatocellular 
carcinoma). 
Attempts to classify HCC on the basis of the macroscopic appearance (Paradinas F J, 
1993, Peters R L, 1976，Okuda K, Peter R L & Simson JW, 1994) are described 
below. These are oflimited value as they are largely descriptive. 
(i) Nodular or spreading type composed of multiple nodules of varying size with a 
dominant lesion giving rise to the appearance of inducing neoplasia in the 
adjacent liver (figure 2.02 a). 
(ii) Massive or expanding type shows a large solitaty mass, well defined and 
apparently compressing the surrounding liver, which may or may not itself be 
nodular on section. There are often a number of much smaller satellite tumors, 
apparently metastatic in the remaining liver. This is the commonest type observed 
in non-cirrhotic livers (figure 2.02 b). 
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(iii) Diffuse type is relatively uncommon and nearly always occurs in the presence of 
cirrhosis ( figure 2.02 c). 
(iv) Sclerosing type is the least common group but is probably important to recognize 
because of the better prognosis. The majority are fibrolamellar carcinomas 
(Berman M M, Libbey N P & Foster J H, 1980) and the liver is usually not 
cirrhotic (figure 2.02 d). 
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Figure 2.02 a Nodular HCC with background micronodular cirrhosis. (Reprint from 
Wright DGD, 1993 , Atlas ofLiver Pathology, 2"^  ed, ed by Gresham GA, Kluwer 
academic publishers, London, 155). 
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Figure 2.02 b Massive HCC which shows a complex large tumor in the right lobe 
(arrows) and multiple small satellite nodules (arrowheads) in the left lobe. The 
uninvolved liver is non-cirrhotic. (Reprint from Wright DGD, 1993，Atlas of Liver 
Pathology, 2"^ ed, ed by Gresham GA, Kluwer academic publishers, London, 155). 
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Figure 2.02 c Diffuse HCC with hepatomegaly and numerous nodules seen 
throughout liver. (Reprint from Wright DGD, 1993 , Atlas ofLiver Pathology, 2"^ ed, 
ed by Gresham GA, Kluwer academic publishers, London, 156). 
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Figure 2.02 d Fibrolamellar Carcinoma with classical central stellate scar and 
scalloped border resembling focal nodular hyperplasia. The background liver is non 
cirrhotic. (Reprint from Wright DGD, 1993，Atlas of Liver Pathology, 2"^ ed, ed by 
Gresham GA, Kluwer academic publishers, London, 159). 
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2.1.3 Hepatic metastases 
The liver is second only to regional nodes as a site for metastatic disease. Therefore, 
secondary deposits in the liver are much more common than primary lesions (Sherlock 
et al 1989). About 40 to 50 % of neoplasms show liver metastasis at death most 
frequently from cancers ofbreast, colon, stomach and lung (Wright D G D，Atlas of 
liver pathology, Kluwer Academic Publishers, London, 1993，Craig J R, Peters R L & 
Edmondson H A，Tumours of the liver and intrahepatic bile ducts in Atlas of tumour 
pathology, 1989). 
Macroscopically, metastases vary from one to two small nodules (barely visible) to 
massive replacement of one or both lobes of the liver (figure 2.03). The tumor 
deposits are usually well defined, roughly spherical in shape and white or off- white 
in color. Central necrosis is common and it is this feature which gives rise to the 
characteristic umbilicated profile of tumor deposits on the surface ofthe liver 
m 
Figure 2.03 Diffuse liver metastasis from oat-cell carcinoma o f the bronchus which 
resembles micronodular cirrhosis. (Reprint from Wright DGD, 1993，Atlas ofLiver 
Pathology, 2"^ ed, ed by Gresham GA, Kluwer academic publishers, London, 155). 
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2.2 Imaging Techniques 
Imaging techniques commonly used in hepatic evaluation include: 
(i) Ultrasonography (US) 
(ii) Angiography 
(iii) Computed Tomography (CT) 
(iv) Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) 
(v) Nuclear Medicine (NM) 
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2.2.1 Ultrasonography 
Ultrasonography plays a major role in hepatic imaging. It is readily available, cheap 
and widely used in most parts of the world. With rapidly developing technology, this 
modality enjoys constant updates to state of the art performance. The more recent 
advances include Color Power Angiography (CPA) (figure 2.04) and application of 
contrast agents in focal hepatic tumors (Kudo M et al, 1992). 
^ ^ ^ K ^ ^ ^ B ^ ^ M i 
^ H H | ^ ^ 9 H ^^^9 
• ^ ^ i 
Figure 2.04 Color power angiography (CPA) of a neuroendocrine hepatic metastases. 
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2.2.2 Angiography 
Angiography is currently seldom used as a pure diagnostic tool, being supplanted by 
either CT or MR. Its role is primarily in preoperative mapping of hepatic vascular 
anatomy, assessing the blood supply of liver tumors (figure 2.05), and detecting 
infiltration into major hepatic vasculature. It is often combined with other imaging 
modalities particularly CT and interventional therapeutic procedures. Digital 
Subtraction Angiography (DSA) facilitates catheterization of small arteries, reduces 
radiation exposure and speeds up the procedure. 
H I S 
^mW|k 
^^^^^Bt^^^^^^^^^m 
Figure 2.05 Angiogram showing a hypervascular HCC (arrowheads) in the right lobe 
ofliver. 
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2.2.3 Computed Tomography (CT) 
CT is a popular imaging modality for detection of liver lesions with high sensitivity 
and specificity (Schillinger H et al, 1988). CT has been shown to have a higher 
sensitivity (96.1%) compared to ultrasonography (90.4%) in detecting liver tumors 
(Hruby W et al 1988). CT is often used in conjunction with angiography such as CT 
portography, angiography and lipiodol. CT arterio-portography allows differentiation 
of benign from malignant hepatic disease by establishing the proportion of tumor 
perfusion from either arterial or portal supply (Osamu et al, 1991). Lipiodol CT has 
been shown to be highly sensitive in labelling HCC PMgan H 1990) ( figure 2.06). 
國 
m^M 
Figure 2.06 CT showing a large HCC (arrowheads) with central area ofnecrosis in the 
right lobe ofliver. No lipiodol stain is seen on this section. 
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2.2.4 Magnetic Resonance Imaging 
MRI is becoming more readily available. High quality MR techniques allow display of 
lesions below 1cm (Ward B A et al 1989, Vlachos L et al 1990). New prospects are 
being explored with the development of tissue specific contrast agents to increase the 
diagnostic yield of MR (Hamm B et al, 1992) (figure 2.07). MR angiography is 
another area of development which enhances the evaluation of portal vasculature 
(Hoogewoud HM et al 1990). Studies have also evaluated the possibility of 
distinguishing between haemangioma and metastases with MRI (Lombardo et al, 
1990). 
^ " ~ ~ " ^ V ^ ^ H I 
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Figure 2.07 MRI showing a HCC (arrowheads) in the right lobe of liver on T2 
weighted axial section. No contrast is used in this subject. 
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2.2.5 Nuclear Medicine 
Liver scintigraphy has the advantage ofbeing ‘nature sensitive' particularly in benign 
hepatic lesions. For instance, haemangiomas are well demonstrated on 99m 
Technitium labelled red blood cell scintigraphy (figure 2.08) and focal nodular 
hyperplasia is depicted on sulphur colloid hepatic imaging due to the abundance of 
Kupffer's cells. Primary and secondary tumors of the liver are however not always 
distinguishable. Complementary US & CT are still necessaty to provide more 
diagnostic information. The size of the smallest detectable lesion depends on the 
spatial resolution of the system and with the availability of Single Photon Emission 
Computed Tomography imaging (SPECT), detection of hepatic lesions is much 
improved (Hoogewood HM, 1993, Hepatocellular Carcinoma and liver metastases: 
Diagnosis and treatment). 
圍 
Figure 2.08 99m Tc labelled red blood cell imaging showing two haemangiomas 
(arrowheads) in the right lobe ofliver. 
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2.3 Characterisation by Sonography 
Small focal hepatic lesions are a common diagnostic problem in hepatic sonography. 
The differential diagnosis includes hepatic metastasis, small HCC and haemangioma 
(Bree R L, Schwab R E &Neiman H L, 1983). 
2.3.1 Gray-scale 
The history of hepatic lesion detection begins with bistable imaging. It was not until 
the appearance ofB-mode real time imaging (figure 2.09) did characterisation become 
possible. Small hepatic tumours were particularly difficult to diagnose by either 
sonography, contrast enhanced computed tomography or angiography ^Nfagasura et al, 
1984,Kurioka et al, 1987). 
||^I^^|^^|^H^H^^^2^^^^^^^^^^^^^2^^S^^^^I 
Figure 2.09 Gray scale B mode sonogram showing an echogenic lesion (arrowheads) 
in the right lobe ofliver. 
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2.3.2 Pulsed Doppler 
Pulsed Doppler imaging (figure 2.10) was first applied in clinical trials in 1972 ( Mito 
et al, 1972). Doppler signals were reported from solid tumours such as liver and breast 
cancers and lymphoma (Mito et al 1972, Mito et al 1976, Wells et al 1977, Mountford 
& Atkinson 1979，Bums et al 1982). Taylor K J W et al in 1987 reported that high 
velocity Doppler signals (> 5 KHz / 125 cm/s ) associated with intratumoral arterio-
venous shunting were characteristic of HCC but were size related and only present in 
tumors greater than four centimetres in diameter (Yamasaki et al 1981, Takayasu K et 
al 1986). Very slow flow (Doppler shift frequencies smaller than 1.8 kHz) was seen in 
haemangiomas (Taylor K J W et al, 1987). Ohnishi K et al in 1989 later showed that 
HCCs have high velocity Doppler signals independent of size. Similar Doppler 
signals were subsequently also detected in metastases and haemangioma, somewhat 
diminishing the value of pulsed Doppler in hepatic tumour characterisation (Ohnishi 
K&NomuraF，1989). 
B ^ a ^ ^ | ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ | 
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Figure 2.10 CPA aided pulse Doppler spectral analysis with pulsatile spectrum. 
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2.3.3 Color Doppler Imaging (CD) 
Although pulsed Doppler imaging was able to identify characteristics within various 
focal hepatic lesions, color Doppler imaging (CD) (figure 2.11) has proven more 
useful in characterisation of lesions (Taylor et al 1987，Yasuhara et al 1988). Tanaka 
et al in 1990 first used CD to characterise focal hepatic lesions by classifying the 
distribution of color Doppler signal pattem within tumors into various flow patterns 
(Tanaka et al, 1990). Zu Y L et al subsequently showed more color Doppler signals 
within HCC than in metastases and haemangiomata, with vety high sensitivity and 
specificity (80.8% & 96.4o/o for metastases and 80.8% & 100% for haemangiomas) 
(Zu Y L et al，1992). As with pulsed Doppler studies, there was a lack ofconsensus. 
It was subsequently shown that other focal hepatic lesions such as metastases and 
haemangiomas showed internal vascularity on CD (Murica M N et al ,1992). This 
overlap limits the usefulness of CD in hepatic lesion characterisation. 
Figure 2.11 Color Doppler imaging showing intratumoral color signals with a large 
focal hepatic lesion. 
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2.3.4 Color Power Angiography (CPA) 
Recently, a new color Doppler technique that color encodes the integrated power in 
Doppler signal instead of the mean Doppler frequency shift termed ‘Color power 
angiography' (CPA) (figure 2.12) has emerged and is commercially available. This 
study aims to determine the effectiveness of this new technique in differentiation of 
focal hepatic lesions. 
|^^^|^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^|^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^L 
Figure 2.12 Color power angiography (CPA) showing intratumoral signals with a 
calcified hyperechoic metastases from breast primary. 
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2.4 Color Power Angiography (CPA) 
2.4.1 Terminology 
The first series of ultrasound instrument equipped with this imaging option was 
manufactured and released in July 1993. A variety of names have been used in the 
literature to label this technique (table 2.01) based on the equipment used by different 
manufacturers. The term Color Power Angiography (CPA) has been chosen for this 
study in line with the equipment used. 
Power Doppler (PD) Rubin et al 1993,1997 
— < ^ T & — o i X n i i ^ ¥ 7 ATLHDTl000( Bothell, Wash) 
Fortunato S J, 1996 
Doppler Power Imaging (DPI) ATL UM-9,1993 (Bothell, Wash) 
Color Doppler Energy (CDE) Macsweeney & Gosgrovc, 1996 
Ultrasound Angiography Babcock 1996 
Amplitude Doppler Ultrasound Taylor 1996 ,Weskott 1997 
Power Flow Imaging Ghiatas 1996 
Table 2.01 Different terminology of Color Power Angiography in literature 
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2.4.2 Physics 
Color Doppler techniques are based on the estimation of the mean Doppler frequency 
shift. In Color Power Angiography (CPA) , the integrated power of the Doppler 
signals instead of the Doppler frequency shifl are displayed. The hue and brightness of 
the color signal on CPA represents the total power of the Doppler signal (Rubin J M 
et al, 1994). This is related to the number of scatterers (red blood cells) in the blood. 
Factors such as haematocrit level, blood flow velocity and shear rates interact and 
determine the degree of Rouleaux formation in a given vessel, which finally 
determines the number and size of scatterers and hence the integrated power (Shung K 
K et al ,1992,1993). The total power of backscattered signal is displayed above a 
particular threshold level below which the signals are rejected (Dymling S 0 et al 
1991,ShungKKet al 1976). 
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2.4.3 Advantages and disadvantages of CPA compared with CD 
The main advantage that CPA enjoys over CD is the increased gain that can be 
employed because noise in CPA is displayed as an homogeneous background, 
resulting in increased sensitivity (Rubin J M et al, 1994). CPA is less angle dependent 
due to effective elimination of the multi- angle artefacts in CD (Mitchell D G, 1990). 
Finally CPA does not suffer from aliasing artefacts (Winsberg F，1995). 
The major disadvantage of CPA is susceptibility to flash artefacts due to increased 
motion sensitivity. Another disadvantage is lack of directional and velocity flow 
information. Highly reflective interfaces may also produce artefactual signals on CPA 
(table 2.02). 
Advantages Disadvantages 
Increased sensitivity More susceptible to motion artefacts 
Less angle dependent No directional and velocity information 
No aliasing Strong reflective interfaces produces artefacts 
Table 2.02 Relative advantages and disadvantages of CPA. 
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2.4.4 Optimisation of technical factors. 
Optimisation of technical settings of CPA is essential in providing an objective, 
standardised and reproducible CPA image. These factors include CPA gain, pulse 
repetition frequency (PRF), color write priority, wall filter, color map and noise 
background option. 
(i) Gain 
CPA gain is set by increasing the color gain until the color box on the screen is almost 
uniformly filled with the lowest level of color, with only the slightest amount of the 
highest level of color beginning to appear (Ronald 0 B et al, 1996). 
(ii) Pulse Repetition Frequency (PRF) 
PRF is another major technical factor that requires critical adjustment. The optimal 
PRF is chosen by decreasing it before overwhelming flash artefacts appear OBude R 0 
,Rubin J M 1996). It requires a certain degree of subjectivejudgement. 
(iii) Color write prioritv and wall filter 
Color write priority should be set at maximum value and wall filter the lowest without 
the presence of excess flash artefact (Bude R 0，Rubin J M 1996). 
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(iv) Color map and noise background 
These two factors are machine dependent. Different scanners are equipped with 
different map options and noise background. The most commonly employed CPA 
color map is ‘shades of orange, with noise background in 'solid blue'. With recent 
advances, more noise background options are available. The ATL HDI 3000 ( Bothell, 
Wash) is equipped with solid and tint options ( figure 2.13 a & b). 
• • 
^ ^ ^ ^ H H H ^ ^ B 
Figures 2.13 a & b. Two different CPA backgrounds in two different subjects, solid 
(a) & tint (b) options are shown. Note the increased transparency in ‘tint, background 
with a better gray scale correlation. 
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2.4.5 Clinical validation of CPA 
Color Power Angiography has a wide range of clinical applications and has been 
shown to be most useful in providing information on tissue perfusion. It is most 
commonly applied in renal imaging, with improved depiction of interlobar and arcuate 
arteries (Bude R 0，Rubin J M 1994). It has also been helpful in the diagnosis of 
acute pyelonephritis (Eggli K 0 et al, 1992). Other regions of application include 
musculoskeletal (Newman J S et al 1994, 1996), obstetrics and gynaecology 
(Fortunato S J et al 1996, Sandrick K et al 1995, Coleman B G et al 1994)，paediatric 
(Babcock D S et al 1996), intracranial & extracranial vascular studies (Kenton A R et 
al 1996, Griewing B et al 1996)，gastrointestinal tract (Clautice- Engle T et al 1996)， 
adrenal (Ghiatas A A et al 1996) and breast imaging (Raza S & Baum J K 1997). 
Relatively little work has been found in the literature on the application of CPA in 
hepatic imaging , of which one has shown disappointing experience in assessing liver 
perfusion using CPA (Choi B I et al 1996, Babcock D S et al 1996). This stimulated 
our interest in exploring the possible application of CPA in hepatic imaging, 
particularly in the application of differentiating focal hepatic lesions. 
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Chapter 3 Hypothesis and Aims 
3.1 Hypothesis 
The application of CPA in hepatic imaging is scanty to date. We were interested in 
exploring the feasibility of applying this technique to image focal hepatic lesions. The 
available literature showed that the sensitivity of CPA is approximately three to four 
times greater than CD ( Babcock D S et al 1996，Weskott H P 1997, Choi B I et al 
1996). Based on this fact, we assumed that CPA may be able to record flow within 
hepatic lesions more effectively than CD. An example would be hepatic lesions where 
no apparent CD signals can be detected, such as small capillary haemangiomas which 
are smaller than two centimetres in diameter. We assumed that the origin of signals 
from CPA are genuine signals detected from a moving medium (such as moving red 
blood cells in blood) which constitutes the basis of this technique. In addition, a semi-
quantitative regional signal counting method previously used by Cosgrove et al 1990 
in quantification of breast tumours, was applied in the imaging of hepatic lesions with 
minor modifications. The aim was to determine if it is possible to differentiate focal 
hepatic lesions based on their characteristic CPA appearances, in order to provide 
valuable diagnostic information for clinicians to better manage their patients. 
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3.2 Aims and Objectives 
This study was designed with the following aims: 
1. To compare the sensitivity of CPA with CD in detection of signals from within 
focal hepatic lesions. 
2. To describe the qualitative characteristics of focal hepatic lesions in terms of : 
(i) presence of signals 
(ii) amount of signals 
(iii) tortuosity of signals 
(iv) distribution of signals 
(v) presence of neighbouring landmarks 
(vi) hue / brightness of signals 
3. To calculate the quantitative parameters of focal hepatic lesions by a semi -
quantitaive regional vessel counting method. 
4. To explore the role of spectral Doppler analysis on CPA of focal hepatic lesions. 
5. To explore the distribution of signals on CPA of focal hepatic lesions. 
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6. To explore the relationship between size of lesion and various quantified 
parameters. 
7. To explore the feasibility in using CPA to differentiate commonly encountered 
focal hepatic lesions based on the qualitative and quantitative results. 
8. To explore the facts and myths regarding origin of CPA signals within different 
focal hepatic lesions. 
9. To report the limitations in applying CPA in focal hepatic lesion imaging. 
10. To compare the results with available reports in the literature on imaging of focal 
hepatic lesion using CPA. 
11.To suggest alternatives in validation of results from focal hepatic lesion 
characterisation by CPA. 
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Chapter 4 Materials and Method 
This chapter will discuss the equipment, selection criteria and sample size of subjects. 
The quantitation techniques and statistical tests employed will also be discussed. 
4.1 Materials 
4.1.1 Instrumentation 
Both CD and CPA were performed by one operator (L.K.Y) with an ATL HDI 3000 
(Advanced Technology Laboratories, Bothell, Wash) ultrasound unit equipped with 
4-2 MHz convex probe and a 3 MHz Doppler frequency. All images were first 
recorded on a DCR Image Vue system (Nova Microsonics, Allendale, NJ) and 
subsequently transferred to a Pentium 133 personal computer (PC) equipped with 
Free-Hand 7.0 software for signal counting. 
4.1.2 Patient preparation 
All subjects were selected from scheduled diagnostic abdominal sonography session. 
Overnight fasting was the only patient preparation required. 
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4.1.3 Subjects' recruitment criteria 
4.1.3.1 Basic criteria 
All subjects with solitary or multiple focal hepatic lesions on gray-scale ultrasound 
were prospectively recruited. Provisional diagnosis was obtained based on gray-scale 
and clinical findings. The lesions were categorised into one of five groups namely as 
shown in figures 4.01 - 4.05 below. 
(i) Capillary haemangioma 
Figure 4.01 Typical gray scale appearances of capillary haemanigoma. Well defined, 
homogenous hyperchoic lesion and smaller than 2.5cm in diameter. 
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(ii) Cavemous haemangioma 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ S ^ ^ H 
^^^s 
Figure 4.02 Typical gray scale appearances of cavemous haemangioma. Well 
defined, hetergenous with hypoechoic areas and greater than 2.5 cm in diameter. 
(iii) Abscess 
m^^m 
^ ^ • ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ • ^ ^ 1 
m n 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ' j f ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ | ^ ^ ^ ^ | 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H 
Figure 4.03 Typical gray scale appearances of hepatic abscess. Well defined, 
heterogenous with cystic areas and greater than 2.5cm in diameter. Posterior 
acoustic enhancement is common. 
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(iv) Hepatocellular carcinoma 
• 
Figure 4.04 Typical gray scale appearances of hepatocellular carcinoma. Well or ill 
defined, heterogenous and usually very large in size. 
(v) Hepatic metastases 
^ H ^ B 
^ ^ ^ ^ n ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ s ^ ^ H | ^ ^ ^ | 
^ | ^ ^ ^ ^ H 
Figure 4.05 Typical gray scale appearances of metastases. Well or ill defined, 
heterogenous, varied in sizes and occasionally haloed. 
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4.1.3.2 Additional criteria 
All subjects were above 20 years in age. Paediatric patients were excluded due to 
anticipated technical difficulty in performing CPA. Patients were collected at random 
with no sex predilection. Patients who were unable to perform suspended respiration 
adequately or with lesions in a position susceptible to movement artefact were 
excluded. All CPA was performed prior to biopsy. 
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4.2 Mode of confirmation 
The methods of non-sonographic diagnosis for each category of hepatic lesion are 
presented below. 
4.2.1 Capillary haemangiomas (n=24) 
(i) Seen on 99m Technetium labelled red blood cell blood pool Single Photon 
Emission Computerised Tomography (SPECT) imaging (n=20) 
(ii) Dynamic helical CT (n=2) 
(iii) Percutaneous TRUCUT biopsy (n=3) 
“ N o t e n = total number of patients. 
4.2.2 Cavernous haemangiomas (n= 15) 
(i) Positive 99m Technetium labelled red blood cell blood pool Single Photon 
Emission Computerised Tomography (SPECT) imaging (n=8) 
(ii) Percutaneous TRUCUT biopsy (n =15) 
4.2.3 Abscess (n= 4) 
(i) Clinical sepsis evidenced by raised white cell counts and pyrexia (n=4) 
(ii) Fine needle aspiration with positive bacterial culture (n= 4 ) 
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4.2.4 Hepatocellular Carcinoma (n=25) 
(i) Hepatitis B surface antigen positive (n= 23) 
(ii) Derranged liver function test (n=25) 
(iii) Raised alpha fetal protein level greater than 500 unit (n=16) 
(iv) CT lipiodol scan and Lipiodol-angiography (n=7) 
(v) Percutaneous T R U C U T biopsy (n=7) 
4.2.5 Metastases ( avascular and vascular) (n=14) 
Avascular = Color Doppler negative (CD-) ** 
Vascular = Color Doppler positive (CD+) ** 
(i) Known primary malignancies (n=14) 
(ii) Percutaneous TRUCUT biopsy (n=5) 
Note ** 
• 6 patients with 6 avascular metastases (CD-) showed absence of signals on CD, 3 
of these lesions were avascular on angiography, the others did not have 
angiography. 
• 8 patients with 12 vascular metastases (CD+) showed presence of signals on CD, 4 
of these lesions were hypervascular on angiography, the others did not have 
angiography. 
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4.3 Final number of subjects recruited 
Excluding those 14 patients with 16 focal hepatic lesions who did not fulfil criteria 
listed in section 4.1 (details see appendix f), there was a total of 82 subjects with 96 � 
focal hepatic lesions finally recruited. Details of patients recruited are summarised in 
appendix tables a-e. Tables 4.01 - 4.06 below summarize patient and lesion details 
^ 
according to final pathologic diagnosis. 
(i) Table 4.01 Particulars of subjects with capillary haemangioma (Appendix a) 
Number of subjects 24 
Age"(yearsy —27 - 71，mean = 44 
M : F r a t i o 1 .4 :1 
Number of focal lesions 27 
Maximum diameter of lesion (cm) mean 1.7 ± (0.6) 
Volume of lesion (cm^) mean 2.6 ± (3.0) 
** Note - numbers in parenthesis denote one standard deviation . Mean volume calculated by half the product of three 
orthogonal diameters assuming an ellipsoid shape (Harper W M, 1971) 
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(ii) Table 4.02 Particulars of subjects with cavemous haemangioma (appendix b) 
Number of subjects 15 
Xge (years) ^ - T 6 T m ^ n ^ " 4 7 
M : F ratio 1 � 2 
Number of focal lesions 16 
Maximum diameter of lesion (cm) mean 5.1 ± (3.3) 
Volume of lesion (cm) mean 127.0 ± (370.5) 
** Note - numbers in parenthesis denote one standard deviation. Mean volume calculated by half the product of three 
orthogonal diameters assuming an ellipsoid shape (Harper W M, 1971) 
(iii) Table 4.03 Particulars of subjects with hepatic abscess (appendix c) 
Number of subjects 4 
Xge (years) 5^"s i , mean = 68 
M : F ratio 1 ： 1 
Number of focal lesions 4 
Maximum diameter of lesion (cm) mean 4.2 ± (2.3) 
Volume of lesion (cm^) mean 42.6 ± (49.8) 
** Note - numbers in parenthesis denote one standard deviation. Mean volume calculated by halfthe product of three 
orthogonal diameters assuming an ellipsoid shape (Harper W M, 1971) 
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(iv) Table 4.04 Particulars of subjects with hepatocellular carcinoma (appendix d) 
Number of subjects 25 
Age (years) —— ^ ~ 7 ^ m e a n = 58 
M : F ratio 5 . 3 : 1 
Number of focal lesions 31 
Maximum diameter of lesion (cm) mean 6.6 ± (4.5) 
Volume of lesion (cm^) mean ^87.6 ± (531.5) 
** Note - numbers in parenthesis denote one standard deviation. Mean volume calculated by half the product of three 
orthogonal diameters assuming an ellipsoid shape (Harper W M, 1971) 
(v) Metastases O^oth avascular and vascular) 
(a) Table 4.05 Particulars of subjects with avascular hepatic metastases (appendix e) 
Number of subjects 6 
Age (years) 42 - 70, mean = 57 
M : F ratio 1 to 0 
Number of focal lesions 6 
Maximum diameter of lesion (cm) mean 3 3 ± (2.0) 
Volume of lesion (cm) mean 25.9 ± (26.8) 
** Note - numbers in parenthesis denote one standard deviation. Mean volume calculated by half the product of three 
/ 
orthogonal diameters assuming an ellipsoid shape (Harper W M, 1971) 
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(b) Table 4.06 Particulars of subjects with vascular hepatic metastases (appendix e) 
Number of subjects 8 
Xge (years) 32 - 87: mean = 60 
M:Fra t io 1:1.7 
Number of focal lesions 12 
Maximum diameter of lesion (cm) mean 6.7 ± (3.2) 
Volume of lesion (cm) mean 164.8 ± (229.3) 
** Note - numbers in parenthesis denote one standard deviation. Mean volume calculated by half the product of three 
orthogonal diameters assuming an ellipsoid shape (Harper W M, 1971) 
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4.4 Method for obtaining CD and CPA image 
4.4.1 Technique 
Focal hepatic lesions were first assessed by grey-scale sonography. Its grayscale 
characteristics and size in three dimensions were recorded. CD and CPA were then 
employed to study the lesion and performed by one operator (L.K.Y). To facilitate 
comparison between two modalities, all CD and CPA images were taken by standard 
scanning parameters with a pulse repetition frequency (PRF) of 350 -700 Hz, low wall 
filter, medium persistence, high sensitivity and utilisation of Dynamic Motion 
Differentiation (DMD) for CPA. Size and position of the color box was unchanged 
when switching between modes. Color gain was optimised by increasing the gain until 
a 'snowstorm' appearance was obtained, and then decreased until a few random 
speckles were visible (usually about 60-70% gain) (Cosgrove D 0 et al 1990，1993， 
Kedar R P et al 1995). CPA gain was optimised by increasing the gain until the color 
box was filled with uniform low level 'blue，colored noise with minimal ‘yellow， 
colored power signal detected (about 75-85% gain) (Rubin J M et al 1994，Choi B I et 
al 1996, Bude R 0 et al 1996). Both CD and CPA images were captured with 
suspended respiration but no color capture technique (Babcock D S et al 1996, 
Macsweeney J E et al 1996，Becker D et al 1995) (table 4.07 a). Spectral Doppler 
analysis was employed wherever possible to detect flow characteristics within 
intratumoral signals (table 4.07 b). 
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— ^ 
" ^ 700-1500Hz 350-1000Hz 
Gain 60-80% 75-90% 
Wall filter Low Low 
Sensitivity Medium to Maximum Medium to Maximum 
Dynamic Motion Differentiation Not applicable On 
Color Capture Not used Not used 
Color background Transparent Transparent/solid 
Table 4.07 a Summary of machine settings for CD and CPA imaging. 
Sample volume (SV) angle 6 0 � 
Sample volume (SV) ga te"^ Minimum 
Doppler Frequency 3 MHz 
Doppler Gain 75 - 80 % 
Wall Filter Low 
Pulse Repetition Frequency (PRF) 1.5 -10 KHz 
Table 4.07 b Summary of machine settings for CPA spectral Doppler analysis. 
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4.4.2 Sponge phantom 
Midway through the study, it become apparent that CPA signals in small hyperechoic 
lesions such as capillary haemangioma were possibly not flow related. A sponge 
phantom was designed to evaluate the possible origin of CPA signals within these 
lesions. 
The sponge phantom (2 cm in diameter, 4cm^ in volume) was made using a water-
soaked sponge wrapped within a piece ofpolyethylene to prevent microcirculation of 
water. This was totally immersed in water and held in position by a fine cotton thread 
(Figure 4.06). A hand-held probe and a clamp held probe with similar settings to in-
vivo scanning were then employed to scan this sponge and the CD and CPA images 
recorded. 
_ 
^ K t t ^ B n L j l t ^ ^ ^ ^ B " S c a n head 
S p o n g e - ^ * i P ^ I I f ^ ^ M - P o l y e t h y I e n e wrapping 
H n « _ r 
^ ^ ^ K ^ " ^ ^ ^ ^ H — C o t t o n wool thread 
m==M 
Figure 4.06 Diagrammatic illustration ofsponge phantom test 
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4.5 Method for image analysis 
4.5.1 Qualitative assessment 
Qualitative assessment of each type of lesion was done on both CD and CPA images. 
Analysis by two observers (L.K.Y & W.T.Y) involved subjective evaluation of the 
presence or absence of signals and the distribution of flow signals. A consensus 
opinion was reached for each lesion. The amount of signals representing vascularity 
on CPA for all types of lesion was assessed qualitatively by a cross grading method 
(Cosgrove D 0 et al 1993) (section 5.1，table 5.01). 
4.5.2 Quantitation parameters 
Quantitation was done by modifying a method for breast lesion flow quantitation by 
Cosgrove et al 1990,1993 originally used in histological grading of tissue type within 
microscopic sections by Chalkley et al 1943. Two resizable rotational grids of similar 
configuration were drawn on a personal computer using Free-hand 7.0 graphical 
software. Grid 1 comprised four concentric rings ruled at 0.5cm incremental radius 
spacing (figure 4.07) and Grid 2 contained 20 random dots within each 1cm 
transparent ring (figure 4.08) . Masking grid 2 over grid 1 resulted in a combined grid 
having 20 random dots within each 1cm radius interval, up to 2 cm radius in size 
(figure 4.09). For bigger lesions, the grids could be resized up to a 9 cm radius. 
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~M^ 
0 p l 1 T1 2cm 壁變 
Figure 4.07. Resizable rotational grid 1 composed of 4 concentric rings ruled at 0.5 
cm radii 
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雙謎 
Figure 4.09 Superimposition of grid 1 over grid 2 for vessel counting 
Grid 1 was first resized according to the magnification of the static CPA image to 
achieve a ratio of 1:1. It was then superimposed over the center of the lesion and the 
mean signal number (mN) within each 0.5 cm radius ring calculated (See formula 1 
below). Grid 2 was then superimposed over grid 1 and simultaneous 45 degree 
rotations were repeated 5 times. Each coincidence of a random dot over a color signal 
was counted as a ‘hit，and the mean number of hits (mH) within each 0.5cm ring 
calculated (See formula 2 below). The mean signal ‘count，density (mC), mean signal 
‘hit，density (mD) and mean signal ‘hit, % area (mA) occupied by signals were 
computed for each image using formulas 3 - 5 listed below. 
Vessel counts were also done by two observers (L.K.Y and W.T.Y), with no 
significant interobserver variation. All parameters are calculated form averaging the 
results of both observers. These parameters were used as indices for apparent lesion 
‘vascularity�. 
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y Ni 
Mean signal ‘count, number (mN) = ^ Formula 1 
n 
y Hi 
Mean signal ‘hit，number (mH) = M Formula 2 
n 
1 “ 2Ni 
Mean signal ‘count，density (mC) = - 7 " . — . * „ : Formula 3 
n^Li*Hi*Wi 
1 “ 2,Hi 
Mean signal 'hit' density (mD) = -^77777^77^7 Formula 4 
n ^ Li * Hh * Wi 
2m 
Mean signal 'hit' % area (mA) = ^ ~ ~ X100% Formula 5 
n 
where Ni = total number of signals in i'^  patient ’ Hi = total number ofsignal hits in i"patient, 
rt= total number of patients, Li = length of lesion in i'^  patient, H'i = height of lesion in 产 patient， 
Wi = width of lesion in 产 patient. 
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4.5.3 Signal distribution 
Distribution of signals was assessed by: 
® calculating the signal dominance in peripheral or central zone of a lesion by 
dividing the rings within each lesion equally into central and peripheral zones 
Gi) graphical presentation of mean signal distribution from centre of individual 
hepatic lesion at 0.5 cm (for small lesion < 2.5 cm in diameter) or 1cm interval 
(for larger lesion > 2.5 cm in diameter). 
4.5.3.1 Signal dominance 
Each lesion was divided into central and peripheral zones by equally dividing the 
number ofrings within each lesion into either central or peripheral (figure 4.10). For 
lesions smaller than 2.5 cm in diameter, a 0.5 cm radius ring was used, a 1 cm radius 
ring was used for larger lesions. 
_ i E E 
Figure 4.10 Schematic diagram showing division ofrings superimposed over 
lesion into central and peripheral zones. 
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Prevalence of signal counts within central rings was interpreted as lesions having 
central signal distribution whereas prevalence within peripheral rings was interpreted 
as peripheral signal distribution. If the signal counts were equal in both central and 
peripheral rings, distribution was interpreted as diffuse. Parameters used for 
calculation include signal count and signal hit were abbreviated as C, CH respectively 
on CD and P, PH respectively on CPA image. The differences in count and hit were 
abbreviated as C diff, CH diff respectively on CD and P and PH diff respectively on 
CPA image. Using formulas 5 to 8 below, the differences in count/hit on CD and CPA 
images of various focal hepatic lesions were calculated. 
c central "C peripheral 1^ OT vic6 vcrsH = C diff Fomula 5 
C H ce_i -CH peripheral M 0： vic6 vcFsa = CH diff Formula 6 
p central _ ? peripheral ^ or vicc vcFsa = P diff Fomula 7 
PH central " PH peripheral ^ OF viCC VCFSa = PH diff Fomula 8 
C central = number of signal counts within central zone on CD image 
C peripheral = numberof signal counts within peripheral zone on CD image 
CH central = number of signal hits within central zone on CD image 
CH peripheral = numberofsignal hits within peripheral zone on CD image 
P central = number of signal counts within central zone on CPA image 
P peripheral = numberofsignal counts within peripheral zone on CPA image 
PH central = numberofsignal hits within central zone on CPA image 
PH peripheral = numberofsignal hits within peripheral zone on CPA image 
C diff=difference in signal counts between central and peripheral zones on CD image 
CH diff = difference in signal hits between central and peripheral zones on CD image 
P diff = difference in signal counts between central and peripheral zones on CPA image 
PH diff= difference in signal hits between central and peripheral zones on CPA image 
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4.5.3.2 Graphical presentation of genuine signal distribution 
In order to appreciate the genuine distribution of signals with a lesion, the mean 
counts and hits (mN, mH) within each ring on both CD and CPA images were 
calculated and plotted against the distance from centre either at 0.5 cm or 1 cm 
interval where 0.5 cm intervals was used for lesion smaller than 2.5 cm in diameter. 
These graphs (figures 5.10-5.15 in section 5.6) represent the genuine distribution of 
signals within various focal hepatic lesions on CD and CPA imaging. 
4.5.4 Penetrating vessel 
Penetrating vessel was defined as any vessel that passed through one or more rings 
within a lesion. The mean number of penetrating vessels for various focal hepatic 
lesions on both CD and CPA images was recorded. 
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4.6 Statistical analysis 
1. Qualitative assessment of signal characteristics between two observers was 
compared with Mann- Whitney U- Wilcoxon Rank Sum W test. 
2. Quantitative assessment by CD and CPA signal distribution was compared with 
Mann- Whitney U- Wilcoxon Rank Sum W test. 
3. Quantitative CD and CPA signal counts and hits for various focal hepatic lesions 
were compared with Mann- Whitney U- Wilcoxon Rank Sum W test. 
4. Quantitative CD and CPA signal density and area for various focal hepatic lesions 
were compared with Mann- Whitney U- Wilcoxon Rank Sum W test. 
5. Highest mean % signal area on CPA image of capillary haemangioma was 
confirmed by Mann- Whitney U- Wilcoxon Rank Sum W test. 
6. Penetrating vessel count for various focal hepatic lesions on CD and CPA were 
compared with Mann- Whitney U- Wilcoxon Rank Sum W test. 
7. Quantitative signal count in cental and peripheral zones using CD and CPA were 
compared with Mann- Whitney U- Wilcoxon Rank Sum W test. 
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8. CD and CPA count and hit differences for various focal hepatic lesions were 
compared with Wilcoxon Matched Pairs Signed-Ranks test. 
9. Relationship between size and signal amount was analyzed by regression method 
where the best pair of variables with highest Revalue was chosen using non -linear 
regression method. 
10. Quantitative parameters of capillary haemangioma and avascular metastases were 
compared with Mann- Whitney U- Wilcoxon Rank Sum W test. 
11. Differences in signal distribution by quantitative parameters were compared with 
Chi- square test. 
12. Sensitivity, specificity and accuracy using quantified parameters to differentiate 
benign from malignant focal hepatic lesions were calculated by receiver operating 
characteristics (ROC) curves. 
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Chapter 5 Results 
5.1 Qualitative CD and CPA images assessment 
Qualitative assessment of CD and CPA images were based on: 
(i) presence of signals 
(ii) amount of signals 
(iii) tortuosity of signals 
(iv) distribution of signlas 
(v) presence of neighboring vascular landmarks 
(vi) brightness or hue represented by cross grades on CD and CPA images (table 5.01, 
figure 5.01) 
-,.-.." '^._-., - -••—•- •••�� ~ - -.-.-.- -.. ..- .. ^-,... ^  �..... 
C 5 CPA Cross grade 0 to +++ 
No signals No signals 0 
Dark red or blue Brown + 
Clear red or blue Orange ++ 
Aliased color Yellow +++ 
1.,-..,^ . -. >..,- > v,.i3^,-VM- .»., v- .%.> ... ...-. ..w.: --,, >.,.:..,, ..;.,.»-.,. . ..,...,. .. ., .-K*<^"-Mrt>.><-r-;.- »-,',- . . . , . � 
� • -^  - - ••• •“ ‘ ~' •  >'• ••' ••-  •-— . • • •‘. -•• - . ..�. • ».:•-:.•- --..l^ -.l ->.-.-^ .^v.^ > ..- ”,».•• .j-.'. 
Note.- CD= color doppler ,CPA= color power angiography. Cosgrove et al 1993. 
Table 5.01 Cross grading method for qualitative comparison of flow signals using 
CD and CPA 
• : ^ ^ ^ ^ H • 
• k ^ ^ ^ H | ^ ^ ^ K v ^ H 
• H i ^ ^ ^ B ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ ' ^ H 
^^ ^^ |^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ f^:.:—::: .^ ^^ ^^ H 
^ | ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ | 
Figure 5.01 Corresponding cross grading seen on CD and CPA color bar. 
CD and CPA images together with summary of qualitative parameters for various 
focal hepatic lesions are shown below. 
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5.1.1 Capillary haemangioma 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H H 
B | [ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B [ ^ ^ ^ ^ H | | ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H M | f f l ^ H 
^ u l ^ H ^ ^ E I S H ^ H r ^ ^ l ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H 
m S C ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ H I ^ B I ^ H ^ H ^ ^ H . B K S C ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B I • 
^EIIBi3B^^^^B^I^^^^HHHH^^H^HHB^Bi^ES3SSflH^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^B • 
^ H H ^ 9 H ^ ^ H O H I 
^KK^^^^B^K^^^^^^M 
^ U ^ ^ ^ 9 H B ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M K ‘ ^  ' ' ^ ^ H 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ H | B | g | | | | | | ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M | ^ g | l ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ | 
^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ K M 
Figures 5.02 a & b CD (a) and CPA (b) images ofcapillary haemangioma 
• • • . • • ‘ • • • • • . • • . . . , 
Qualitative parameters CD CPA 
Presence ofsignals Nil Yes 
Amount of signals Nil Moderate 
Tortuosity of signals Not applicable Fine speckles 
Distribution ofsignals Not applicable Diffuse 
Neighboring landmark Hepatic veins Hepatic veins 
Brightness/ Hue 0 ++ 
.•‘ • • ‘ • • � - • •‘ - . • . . •• - - • . . . , . . . . . , 
一 
• No color signals detected on CD 
• Diffuse fine speckled signals are noted within the lesion on CPA (' diffuse blush，） 
• Presence of neighboring signals, are usually hepatic veins 
• Brightness of signals detected are of similar brightness with neighboring vascular 
landmarks (++) 
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5.1.2 Cavemous Haemangioma 
Figures 5.03 a & b CD (a) and CPA (b) images ofcavemous haemangioma 
•‘ . • 、. ... •• .. .. 
Qualitative parameters CD CPA 
Presence of signals Yes Y ^ 
Amount of signals Few Moderate 
Tortuosity ofsignals Discrete speckles Discrete speckles 
Distribution of signals Peripheral Peripheral 
Neighboring landmark Nil Nil 
Brightness/ Hue + ++ 
- ••• • •.... - . . . . . .. 
• More signals are detected on CPA than CD image 
• Signals are seen as discrete speckles predominantly in the periphery 
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5.1.3 Abscess 
Figures 5.04 a & b CD (a) and CPA (b) images ofhepatic abscess 
Qualitative parameters CD CPA 
‘. • .. - ..... ______一_>__^__„_>_^__>_________— 
Presence of signals Yes Yes 
Amount of signals Few Few 
Tortuosity of signals Not applicable Not applicable 
Distribution of signals Peripheral Peripheral 
Neighboring landmark Nil Nil 
Brightness/ Hue + ++ 
-.• ••• - . --• • ..”,-. ,..‘ ... , 
• Similar amount of signals are detected on both CD and CPA images 
• Signals are predominantly seen in the periphery of lesion 
• Areas with no signals detected correspond to anechoic cystic areas suggestive of 
presence of fluid (pus). 
• Brightness of signals detected are usually moderate (++) 
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5.1.4 Hepatocellular carcinoma 
Figures 5.05 a & b CD (a) and CPA (b) images ofhepatocellular carcinoma 
Qualitative parameters CD CPA 
Presence of signals Yes Yes 
Amount of signals Moderate Many 
Tortuosity of signals No Yes 
Distribution of signals Central Central 
Neighboring landmark Portal vein Portal vein 
Brightness/ Hue + +++ 
‘ • • -..- - •• •.'...••. .-.  ,-...-•.. . . .、…. 
• Greater neovascularity is appreciated on CPA image than CD 
• Tortuous signals well visualized on CPA image 
• Predominantly central signals seen 
• Signals are extremely bright on CPA image (+++) 
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5.1.5 Hepatic metastasis 
Avascular (CD-) and vascular (CD+) metastases are seen on CD and CPA images: 
5.1.5.1 Avascular metastasis (CD-) 
i ^ H H ^ ^ B | ^ H 
^ 9 ^ ^ ^ ^ B ^ ^ H ^ ^ 3 B m 
^ ^ ^ i ^ ^ ^ u m m ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i ^ ^ m ^ m ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ H H ^ ^ ^ m ^ H 
^ ^ g ^ ^ m ^ m ^ ^ i 
n^^ ^^ m^ 
Figures5 .06a&b CD (a) and CPA (b) images ofavascular metastases 
Qualitative parameters CD CPA 
Presence of signals ~ Nil Yes — 
Amount of signals Nil Moderate 
Tortuosity of signals Not applicable Fine speckles 
Distribution of signals Not applicable Diffuse 
Neighboring landmark Hepatic veins Hepatic veins 
Brightness/ Hue 0 + 
• • ‘ '•“ ••• • ....‘ •' •• • • ,. •• • . . . ' • • - . . .- +•. . . • . , . 
• No signal seen on CD and 'diffuse blush, seen within tumor on CPA 
• Signals on CPA less bright than neighboring signals (+) 
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5.1.5.2 Vascular metastasis (CD+) 
Figures 5.07 a & b CD (a) and CPA (b) images of vascular metastases 
Qualitative parameters CD CPA 
Presence of signals Yes Yes 
Amount of signals Moderate Moderate 
Tortuosity of signals None None 
Distribution of signals Central Central 
Neighboring landmark Nil Nil 
Brightness/ Hue ++ ++ 
'"•'•' — ” • • • • - • •• . •. - . • - . 
• Similar amount of flow signals seen on CD and CPA images 
• Signals appear more continuous on CPA image 
• Central signals are predominantly seen 
• Moderate brightness appreciated on both CD and CPA images (++) 
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5.1.6 Sponge phantom 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ • ^ H ^ ^ ^ H 
^BLj^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^Brv^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^BB^^^^^^^^K 
I U I ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ I 
i^92Qu^^^ i^^ ^^^^^^^^^^ i^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^Qj^ ^^^ i^ .^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ 1^ 
^ n ^ g | ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ g g ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ | 
^B&^^^^^^^^^^^^ |H^^^^^^HH^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H^^^^^HHI^^^^^^^^^^^ | 
HSmi^^ |^^^^^^^IH^^^^^^^H^^^^^^^^BSB^^^^^^^^^^^^^!^^^^^^t<^^^^^^^^^^^^ | ^^BE^H|^^^^^^^HiP^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^B^n^^^^^^^^^^^K-\ .,"^^^^^^^^^^^^H ^U^Q^^^^^^^^^U^|^^^HP|^^^^^^^^^^^^^^m^jQQ^^^^^^^^^^^^^�^^ i- ^^^^^^^^^^^^M 
^^^^^v 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ I m i i i ^ ^ ^ n 
Figures 5.08 a & b CD (a) and CPA (b) image ofsponge phantom 
Qualitative parameters CD CPA 
Presence of signals Nil Yes 
Amount of signals Nil Moderate 
Tortuosity of signals Not applicable Fine speckles 
Distribution of signals Not applicable Diffuse 
Neighboring landmark Hepatic veins Hepatic veins 
Brightness/ Hue 0 ++ 
�._ -. ‘ • • • , ...‘. •. . • • .. ... 
• No color signals detected on CD 
• Diffuse fine speckled signals noted within the sponge on CPA (‘ difflise blush,) 
• Notice similarities to capillary haemangioma and avascular (CD-) metastases on 
CPA. 
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5.2 Interobserver qualitative analysis 
The qualitative results of both observers are summarized in tables 5.02 - 5.12. 
(i) Assessment of signal characteristics 
Presence of signals 
Observer Number of lesion with CD signals Number of lesion with CPA signals 
- — — 
2 55 96 
Note -all values shown are lesion number, p < 0.05 by Mann Whitney U- Wilcoxon Rank Sum W test. 
Table 5.02 Table showing interobserver variation for the presence of CD and CPA 
signals in 96 lesions. 
Amount of signals 
— ^ 
Observer"""^Few"~""^Moderate Many™"^Total""^Few Moderate~~~Many""Total 
1 16 15 26 57 20 35 41 96 
2 13 16 26 55 18 39 39 96 
Note -all values shown are lesion number, p < 0.05 by Mann Whitney U- Wilcoxon Rank Sum W test. 
Table 5.03 Table showing interobserver variation for the amount of CD and CPA 
signals in 96 lesions. 
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Tortuosity of signals 
CD CPA 
Observer Present Absent Total Present Absent Total 
1 0 57 57 12 84 96 
2 0 55 55 10 86 96 
1 
Note -all values shown are lesion number, p < 0.05 by Mann Whitney LI- Wilcoxon Rank Sum W test. ‘ 




Observer Present Absent Total Present Absent Total 
1 34 23 57 42 54 96 
2 35 20 55 41 55 96 
Note -all values shown are lesion number p < 0.05 by Mann Whitney U- Wilcoxon Rank Sum W test. 
Table 5.05 Table showing interobserver variation for the presence of neighbouring 
landmarks on CD and CPA. 
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Brightness or hue 
CD CPA 
Observer + ++ +++ Total + ++ +++ Total 
1 10 21 26 57 20 33 43 96 
2 9 24 22 55 20 37 39 96 
Note -all values shown are lesion number, p < 0.05 by Mann Whitney U- Wilcoxon Rank Sum W test. 
Table 5.06 Table showing interobserver variation for the brightness and hue of CD 
and CPA signals. 
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(ii) Assessment of signal distribution 
Capillary haemangioma (n' = 21) 
— — 
Observer central peripheral diffuse total central peripheral~diffuse total 
! 
1 N/A N/A N/A N/A 0 1 26 27 ‘ 
2 N/A N/A N/A N/A 0 0 27 27 
Note -all values shown are lesion number. N/A= not applicable., p < 0.05 by Mann Whitney U- Wilcoxon Rank Sum W test. 
Table 5.07 Table showing the interobserver variation of signal distribution on CD and 
CPA in capillary haemangioma. 
Cavernous haemangioma 0i，=16� | 
— ^ 
Observer central peripheral diffuse total central peripheral diffuse total 
1 3 11 0 14 3 11 2 16 
2 3 11 0 14 4 10 2 16 
Note -all values shown are lesion number, p < 0.05 by Mann Whitney U- Wilcoxon Rank Sum W test. 
Table 5.08 Table showing the interobserver variation of signal distribution on CD and 
CPA in cavemous haemangioma. 
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Abscess (n，= 4) 
— ^ 
Observer central peripheral diffuse total central~~peripheral~~~diffuse~~~total 
1 0 3 0 3 0 3 1 4 
2 0 3 0 3 0 3 1 4 
Note -all values shown are lesion number, p < 0.05 by Mann Whitney U- Wilcoxon Rank Sum W test. 
Table 5.09 Table showing the interobserver variation of signal distribution on CD and 
CPA in abscess. 
Hepatocellular carcinoma (n，= 31) 
— ^ 
Observer central peripheral diffuse total central peripheral diffuse total 
1 15 10 4 29 18 10 3 31 
2 16 9 4 29 17 12 2 31 
Note -all values shown are lesion number, p < 0.05 by Mann Whitney U- Wilcoxon Rank Sum W test. 
Table 5.10 Table showing the interobserver variation of signal distribution on CD and 
CPA in hepatocellular carcinoma. 
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Avascular (CD-) metastases (n，= 6 ) 
— ^ 
Observer central peripheral diffuse total central peripheral diffuse Total 
1 N/A N/A N/A N/A 1 0 5 6 
2 N/A N/A N/A N/A 0 1 5 6 
Note -all values shown are lesion number. N/A= not applicable, p < 0.05 by Mann Whitney U- Wilcoxon Rank Sum W test. 
Table 5.11 Table showing the interobserver variation of signal distribution on CD and 
CPA in avascular (CD-) metastases. 
Vascular (CD+) metastases (n' =12) 
— ^ 
Observer central peripheral diffuse total central peripheral diffuse total 
1 3 7 2 12 3 9 0 12 
2 4 6 2 12 3 9 0 12 
Note -all values shown are lesion number.. p < 0.05 by Mann Whitney U- Wilcoxon Rank Sum W test. 
Table 5.12 Table showing the interobserver variation of signal distribution on CD and 
CPA in vascular (CD+) metastases. 
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5.3 Spectral analysis 
For all vascular lesions demonstrated on CD or CPA, spectral analysis was performed. 
This was possible with (9/96) 9.4 % of focal hepatic lesions on CD and (22/96) 22.9% 
of lesions on CPA. Spectral analysis for various focal hepatic lesions are shown 
below. 
5.3.1 Capillary Haemangioma (n'=25) 
No signals could be detected in all lesions on CD and CPA (0 %) 
5.3.2 Cavemous haemangioma (n' = 16) 
Lesions with continuous spectral tracing (figure 5.09 a) seen on CPA =3/16 (18.8%) 
Lesions with pulsatile or mixed (both pulsatile & continuous tracing) (0%) 
5.3.3 Abscess ( n'=4) 
No signals were detected in all lesions on CD and CPA (0 %) 
5.3.4 Hepatocellular carcinoma (n'= 31) 
Lesions with pulsatile tracing (figure 5.09 b) on CPA =10/31 (32.3 %) 
Lesions with mixed tracing (figure 5.09 c) on CPA =2/31 (16.6 %) 
Lesions with continuous spectral tracing (0 %) 
High systolic peak (>lOOcm/s or 4KHz) =3/31 (9.6%) 
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M ^ H H 
^^^11 ^^^^^^^^H|^S^^2^^^^^^^^^^^^^Hol$^^^^^^^H 
H ^ ^ ^ H 
H ^ ^ M ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ I 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ! ^ j | ^ ^ B 
^^^^^^^^^^^^^ j^^ jjjj^ ^ j^^ jj^ ^^ j^^ ^^^^^^^ j^^ ^^ 2^^ ^^^^^ 5^5^ ^MtfKiSS^ i5^ ^^^^^^^^HB i^ili^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^B 
^ H ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ p g | ^ ^ | ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H 
H^H 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B 
| ^ H | ^ H [ H ^gg^^M 
| H | ^ ^ H 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ W ^ ^ ^ I ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H H | ^ ^ ^ ^ B 
^ ^ H | [ ^ M | b | ^ ^ M ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B J ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H 
Figures 5.09 a, b, c The three forms of characteristic spectral Doppler signals namely 
continuous ( a) , pulsatile ( b ) and mixed ( c ). 
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5.3.5 Metastasis (n'=18) 
(i) Avascular metastasis (n'= 6) 
No signals were detected in all lesions on CD and CPA (0 %) 
(ii) Vascular metastasis (n'= 12) 
Lesions with pulsatile tracing on CPA = 4/12 (33.3 %) 
Lesions with mixed tracing on CPA =3/12 (25.0 %) 
Lesion with continuous spectral tracing (0 %) 
5.3.6 Sponge phantom 
No signals were detected on CD and CPA (0 %) 
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5.4 Semi-quantitative signal parameters 
Qualitative assessment of characteristics of various focal hepatic lesions on CD and 
CPA are described in section 5.1. This method of assessment is however subjective 
and difficult to compare. Previous works have shown the need for quantification 
(Choi B I et al 1996, Rubin J M 1996). A technique previously used in breast lesion 
quantification (section 4.5.2) was modified for evaluation of various focal hepatic 
lesions. The quantitative signal counting parameters included mean signal 'count， 
number (mN), mean signal ‘hit，number (mH), mean signal ‘count，density (mC) 
mean signal 'hit' density (mD) and mean 'hit' % signal area (mA) as defined by 
formulas listed in section 4.5.2. Signal 'counts' reflect the actual amount of signals 
within a lesion whereas signal 'hits' reflect the probability of seeing a signal within. 
The signal 'hits，were generally of higher value than signal 'counts' as the probability 
of coincidence of dots with signals is more than the actual amount of signals due to 
multiple rotation of counting grid. Tables 5.13 - 5.18 below summarize the 
quantitative results for all focal hepatic lesions on CD and CPA. 
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Results Semi-quantitative signal parameters 
5.4.1 Capillary haemangioma 
Quantitation parameters CD image CPA image 
Mean signal (count，number (mN) 0.0± (0.0) 16.1± (8.0) 
Mean signal 'hit' number (mH) 0.0± (0.0) 25.9± (10.5) 
Mean signal ‘count，density (mC) 0.0± (0.0) 6.2± (3.2) 
Mean signal 'hit' density (mD) 0.0± (0.0) 12.0 ± (2.0) 
Mean signal ‘hit，% area (mA) 0.0± (0.0) 25.9± (10.4) 
** Note: All numbers in parenthesis denote one standard deviation. 
Table 5.13 Quantitation of CD and CPA parameters in capillary haemangioma 
5.4.2 Cavemous haemangioma 
Quantitation parameters CD image CPA image 
“™^Mean signal 'count'number (mN) 2.4± (4.5) 21.9±(13.8) 
Mean signal 'hit' number (mH) 7.1±(13.2) 25.9±(10.5) 
Mean signal 'count' density (mC) 0.02 ± (0.05) 0.17 ± (0.3) 
Mean signal ‘hit，density (mD) 0.32 ± (0.6) 1.32 ± (1.9) 
Mean signal 'hit' % area (mA) 2.6± (4.4) 16.6± (10.6) 
** Note: All numbers in parenthesis denote one standard deviation. 
Table 5.14 Quantitation of CD and CPA parameters in cavemous haemangioma 
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Results Semi-quantitative signal parameters 
5.4.3 Abscess 
Quantitation parameters CD image CPA image 
Mean signal 'count' number (mN) 9.8 ± (16.3) 15.5±(16.4) 
Mean signal ‘hit，number (mH) 13.0 ± (21.6) 22.8 ± (14.5) 
Mean signal 'count' density (mC) 0.23 ± (0.6) 0.36 ± (0.7) 
Mean signal 'hit' density (mD) 0.52±(0.7) 4.53±(8.0) 
Mean signal ‘hit，% area (mA) 4.3 ± (7.1) 10.8± (0.05) 
** Note: All numbers in parenthesis denote one standard deviation. 
Table 5.15 Quantitation of CD and CPA parameters in hepatic abscess 
5.4.4 Hepatocellular carcinoma 
Quantitation parameters CD image CPA image 
“™"^ Mean signal 'count' number (mN) 10.3±(10.1) 21.3±(22.3) 
Mean signal ‘hit，number (mH) 24.1 土（25.7) 44.7 ± (41.3) 
Mean signal 'count' density (mC) 0.04 ± (0.07) 0.07 ± (0.15) 
Mean signal 'hit' density (mD) 0.21± (0.4) 1.97±(1.7) 
Mean signal ‘hit，% area (mA) 7.0 ± (6.4) 15.5± (9.4) 
** Note: All numbers in parenthesis denotes one standard deviation. 
Table 5.16 Quantitation of CD and CPA parameters in hepatocellular carcinoma 
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5.4.5 Metastasis (avascular and vascular) 
(i) Avascular metastasis (CD-) 
Quantitation parameters CD image CPA image 
Mean signal ‘count，number (mN) 0.0± (0.0) 24^~± (14.6) 
Mean signal 'hit' number (mH) 0.0±(0.0) 43.0±(25.1) 
Mean signal 'count' density (mC) 0.0 ± (0.0) 0.9 ± (1.5；) 
Mean signal 'hit' density (mD) 0.0±(0.0) 5.6±(3.6) 
Mean signal ‘hit，% area (mA) 0.0 土（0.0) 24.7 ± (14.6) 
** Note: All numbers in parenthesis denote one standard deviation. 
Table 5.17 Quantitation of CD and CPA parameters in avascular (CD-) metastases 
(ii) Vascular metastasis (CD+) 
Quantitation parameters CD image CPA image 
—Mean signal 'count' number (mN) 7.6 ± (5.1) 16.6 ± (9.5) 
Mean signal ‘hit，number (mH) 14.0 ± (10.8) 36.1 土（20.8) 
Mean signal 'count' density (mC) 0.05 ± (0.80) 0.10 ± (0.16) 
Mean signal ‘hit，density (mD) 0.32 ± (0.58) 1.70 ± (0.8) 
Mean signal ^hit, % area (mA) 6.0 ± (5.5) 23.3±(8.0) 
** Note: All numbers in parenthesis denote one standard deviation. ~ ~  
Table 5.18 Quantitation of CD and CPA parameters in vascular (CD+) metastases 
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Results Dominance of quantified signals 
5.5 Dominance of quantified signals 
The signal distribution derived from signal parameter differences as calculated using 
formulas 5 to 8 in section 4.5.3.1 for various focal lesions is shown in tables 5.19 -
5.30 below. 
5.5.1 Capillary haemangioma (n'=27) 
'""""""•"'"'•"•'•"'•^~••••-^--^--"--^-.. i ,‘.-——.:..-.—〜〜——--...〜〜〜〜〜—..，_...—.,:......._..•,.—:〜—.„-.„:___..-.〜〜„.—〜〜〜_ 
Distribution 
‘ -
Parameter Central Peripheral Equal No Signal detected 
...••" . - - • • . . . — . … - - - - - • • - - … … - ……--- _ 
C / / ^ T " X , \ 八 .-•’ — — 
(CD count) 0 0 0 27 
CH(CDhit) 0 0 0 27 
P (CPA count) 8 8 11* 0 
PH(CPAhit) 11 3 13* 0 
Note- All numbers shown are number of focal lesions, red * denolTSin^inai^tl5ii^iSilfjution. ~ ~ " 
Table 5.19 The signal distribution in capillary haemangioma 
— — — — „ — ™ — „ _ _ .— _ _—•_ .—..,.…、,.；，—：，„〜—„〜_—=—_-—...•—…..,.—,.„.—,..…,…〜_._ 
Parameter Mean absolute value 
mean C diff (CD counfdifFer^e^ ^ 0 + ^ 0 ^ 
mean CH diff (CD hit difference) 0.0 土（0.0) 
mean P diff (CPA count difference) 0.89 土（0.89) 
mean PH diff (CPA hit difference) 0.70 土（0.70) 
Note- All numbers in parenthesis denote one standard deviation     
Table 5.20. Signal parameter differences in capillary haemangioma 
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5.5.2 Cavemous haemangioma (n'=16) 
. . " �… … — � ~> 丨 — 』 — ~ ™ ’ — — , — , . ™ — … 化 — „ _ , . — , , . , . , : , . _ . , . „ . _ . , . . , ^ _ . . . . . . ^ „ _ _ , . 丨 … „ _ _ _ 〜 _ — _ — ™ ^ 〜 > — _ — — 
Distribution 
“‘ - — -
Parameter Central Peripheral Equal No Signal detected 
— - -
C (CD count) 0 6* T — To 
CH (CD hit) 1 5* 0 10 
P (CPA count) 5 10* 0 1 
PH (CPAhit) 7 8* 0 1 
Note- All numbers'shown are number offocal lesions, red * denote dominant signal distribution. — 
Table 5.21 The signal distribution in cavemous haemangioma 
-^ • ‘ ,. '••• - •‘ -•• -••' ,~-� ‘ ‘ "•'•>.- .--1< •；•• -... ,x. ,. -.,.,->,M- ,--....^  .... 
Farameter Mean absolute value 
mean C diff (CD count differenc^~~— — 1.91(1.2) 
mean CH diff (CD hit difference) 6.0 土（6.9) 
mean P diff (CPA count difference) 4.3 土（2.9) 
mean PH diff (CPA hit difference) 6.0 土（5.0) 
Note- All numbers in parenthesis denote one standard deviation ~ ° ~ ° ° 一 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ° ~ ~ ~ ~ " = ° ~ ~ ~ ' ~ ~ ~ ~ -
Table 5.22 Signal parameter differences in cavemous haemangioma 
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5.5.3 Abscess (n'= 4) 
h,Wl«,AV“^ «^V^ _««H>«M^ A««,.�,.,«,V_«^ ,-„V«v««>^ ««K«^ V«™«»«««™«V„«™»««>™«�,.., ..,-...,-^ .o„„^ „^.,^ ,^ ,^ -^...^ .,^ ,^ .^ �� ,^S^ .I~«>H^ ^^ «„™«,,««X�„<^ »«W-V^ «tr�,.*>^ v«,™™„«>1，-„««>C^ � 
Distribution 
Parameter Central Peripheral Equal No Signal detected 
C (CD count) 0 2* 0 2 
CH (CD hit) 0 2* 0 2 
P (CPA count) 0 3* 0 1 
PH (CPA hit) 0 2* 1 1 
1>._^:<卩.‘.<«<^:^佛《^一<_ 無，叫 _—___«___^ ,._ _._ _ ^^ ___‘_丨，_—__^ _ .-^..^^ 
Note- AI1 numbers shown are number of focal lesions, red * denote dominant signal distribution. 
Table 5.23 The signal distribution in hepatic abscess 
....,,...«.....«„,�.�>,l—'—™ ‘••„.-••- ..]1I — 1丨.-机.丨>^、、丨•• ...^..«™, ,- ..... «„..^ <«——1’*,<.... ,— .^ ——>«™ ,^«„ 
Parameter Mean absolute value 
‘ ‘ . " ‘ “ “ . • - . - --.. •••• - - - - - - •-- - • - - - - .. - ., . • . • … _ _ • 4 • 
mean C diff (CD count difference) 9 0 ± (5 7) 
mean CH diff (CD hit difference) 12.0 士（7.1) 
mean P diff (CPA count difference) 9.0 土（7.2) 
mean PH diff (CPA hit difference) 10.0 土（8.9) 
*i»»«w»n«M/m»*^«»«>»>i'j,wwx.«j««r>wg»^ .^u«AW4^^ :.�.. .>，"、••”. .^........^ ..,^ _..j,v,.. .-.^ .x.v..-.-o,  ,..-*4,.-.v-., ; •.„ .-.,.• i./.v-,i-.-.w.-^ ,^»=.,»«,H>a.K7»»Ki^  
Note- All numbers in parenthesis denote one standard deviation 
Table 5.24 Signal parameter differences in hepatic abscess 
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5.5.4 Hepatocellular carcinoma (n'=31) 
> • ' • • » 一 》 ~ ~ « ~ ~ « ~ ~ ~ ~ 一 》 « > « « ~ « « ~ « ~ » ~ « ~ ~ « ~ « ~ < ~ « ~ « - ~ » • » ~ » ~ ~ . . . .....- « « « « «一—— .似—‘ -鄉》一 ^ » » » « « -一 > > « « « „ „、〜 > » < _ > « „ — „ « „ ^ +一、一 - « « « « „一 „ < > „ > „ » „ 
Distribution 
Parameter Central Peripheral Equal No Signal detected 
- - - - -  
C (CD count) 8 13* 2 8 
CH (CD hit) 12* 11 0 8 
P (CPA count) 16* 15 0 0 
PH (CPA hit) 19* 11 1 0 
'.J<^>.^ >^s.wrt,.w<*.-W^.4/t.,^i.^ <>. .,.-• .u^  ^ ,.. .„. “-j. ‘.-. - I |__imil| I II III 4, , . ,_xK, ,• .. • , • , 
« . . ,1 , . ' •_• "'• .••..'^ '-^ -'-' - 1---.^ - --/....^ -. .A^ .^ .^ >,.l.^ ;, ,^...h,.,-:,-.....,.^  ,....,....;..,.<.^ -.^ ,»..v<. .-.-.-..«, 
Note- All numbers shown are number of focal lesions, red * denote dominant signal distribution. 
Table 5.25 The signal distribution in hepatocellular carcinoma 
—••<..-,»_、冲<>*»,».叫,,：”>.„,、‘.._、,.1“.〜.“.队_>,«1,,,〜.,，：‘，_,〜叫一_,. .r.,M.-•—,‘�；…、]>•-.• ,,….、,,—,_ 
Parameter Mean absolute value 
-. -•• -. -...--•• -•• - • -• •- • — .. -. . .. . . .. . . ….• _  
mean C diff (CD count difference) 3.8 土（4.4) 
mean CH diff (CD hit difference) 11.1 土（i4.6) 
mean P diff (CPA count difference) 8.0 土（8.4) 
mean PH diff (CPA hit difference) 19.4 土（26.3) 
*WV«»IAUM>i<«*«A»»O�W4‘�WU«»\t,‘</.«»*»»J*«A»W«»_W»»«»TM»r«».TI«MW*k^M(»V,Wl»W«p»^«»>V_."^>.Vl.“.V>«M^«»V/>»0�.Vl,“V*,«r><*“�.,->:^�.%U"VW»��-^.^.- v V4. .^  ,¾, M ^yO ‘ • ^ ‘». • V V . . , ,r.M -., ."^. ,.\ • •. , ••«.,.•.,.••• ,' ._•, .i.. .VO,W.W»rO�Wi”rf.^W,I»,<«VV.A»3,.-M.Ir‘^>.J«;»«-.VA>J,.Al.,-»,«.,V. J.Vi,, •.•.«,*.,�”. i - . •-
Note- All numbers in parenthesis denote one standard deviation “”''. . 
Table 5.26 Signal parameter differences in hepatocellular carcinoma 
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5.5.5 Metastasis (n'= 18) 
(i) Avascular (CD-) metastasis (n,=6 ) 




Parameter Central Peripheral Equal No Signal detected 
. . � . . — - • •..... . . _ . . _ 
C / ^ ^ - r ^ � A ' - . ""' ‘ ” “ . ““ _• “ • “ - •• -
(CD count) 0 0 0 6 
CH (CD hit) 0 0 0 6 
P (CPA count) 2 3* 1 0 
PH (CPA hit) 2 4* 0 0 
Note- All numbers shown are number of focal lesions, red *denote dominant signal distribution. 
Table 5.27 The signal distribution in avascular (CD-) metasases 
••“、,：办,->:〜以,；,、_^.‘ “.，.,.,._ .•„_,. , .•., ....— .., . .、.„ ..., 
Parameter Mean absolute value 
mean C diff (CD count difference) 0.0 ± (0.0) 
mean CH diff (CD hit difference) 0.0 土（0.0) 
mean P diff (CPA count difference) 1 o . O 土（6.0) 
mean PH diff (CPA hit difference) 11 j 士（3.5) 
“1�1 ….… .„. „„,     
Note- All numbers in parenthesis denote one standard deviation """ ‘ ‘ = ~~~"' 
Table 5.28 Signal parameter difference in avascular (CD-) metastases 
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(ii) Vascular (CD+) metastasis (n,= 12 ) 
…"—"——•----"-'••“™™™™--'.-^™-—......, ....>,..... ••.:、...•..,,.._,.,__,._..„.„,.., 一 _ 〜__„____._,._.__、__..._._〜，,_.__ 
Distribution 
— - ... . . .…濰. — 
Parameter Central Peripheral Equal No Signal detected 
—.--.-- - — - - .— ..- ^ — 
C (CD count) 4 7* 1 0 
CH(CDhit) 5 6* 1 0 
P (CPA count) 3 9* 0 0 
PH (CPA hit) 3 9* 0 0 
Note- All numbers shown are number offocal lesions, red * denote dominant signal distributioT" ^ ~ * ~ " 一 ~ " ~ " 
Table 5.29 The signal distribution in vascular (CD+) metastases 
‘•‘〜•-‘'"| - :,...— •::〜...』.，...  
Farameter Mean absolute value 
~~~mean C diff (CD count differenc^ — 4 4 + (3_2) 
mean CH diff (CD hit difference) 8.7 土（6.7) 
mean P diff (CPA count difference) 4.5 土（2.1) 
mean PH diff (CPA hit difference) 11.5 土（6.0) 
Note- All numbers in parenthesis denote one standard deviation. ~ ~ ~ ~ ° ~ ‘ 一 ~ ~ 丨  
Table 5.30 Signal parameter difference in vascular (CD+) metastases 
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Results Graphical presentation of signal distribution 
5.6 Graphically figures 5.10 - 5.15 a & b display the distribution ofsignals in various 
focal hepatic lesions 
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Figure 5.10 a A plot of signal counts on CD and CPA image according to distance 
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Figure 5.10 b A plot of signal hits on CD and CPA image according to distance from 
center of capillary haemangioma 
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Results Graphical presentation of signal distribution 
(ii) Cavemous haemangioma 
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Figure 5.11 a A plot ofsignal counts on CD and CPA image according to distance 
from center of cavemous haemangioma 
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Figure 5.11 b A plot of signai hits on CD and CPA image according to distance from 
center of cavemous haemangioma 
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(iii) Absesss 
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Figure 5.12 a A plot of signal counts on CD and CPA image according to distance 
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Figure 5.12 b A plot of signal hits on CD and CPA image according to distance 
from center ofhepatic abscess 
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(iv) Hepatocellular carcinoma 
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Figure 5.13 a A plot of signal counts on CD and CPA image according to distance 
from center ofhepatocellular carcinoma 
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Figure 5.13 b A plot of signal hits on CD and CPA image according to distance 
from center ofhepatocellular carcinoma 
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(v) Avascular (CD-) metastases 
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Figure 5.14 a A plot of signal counts on CD and CPA image according to distance 
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Figure 5.14 b A plot of signal hits on CD and CPA image according to distance 
from center of avascular (CD-) metastases 
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(vi) Vascular (CD+) metastases 
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Figure 5.15 a A plot of signal counts on CD and CPA image according to distance 
from center of vascular (CD+) metastases 
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Figure 5.15 b A plot of signal hits on CD and CPA image according to distance 
from center of vascular (CD+) metastases 
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5.7 Penetrating vessel 
Table 5.31 summarize the mean number of penetrating vessels in various focal hepatic 
lesions. It was found in all lesions studied that the mean penetrating vessels seen on 
CPA increased with increasing CPA mean signal count and hit (tables 5.16 -5.18 in 
section 5.4). Therefore, the number of penetrating vessels within a lesion is directly 
proportional to lesion ‘ vascularity，. 
Table 5.31 Summary of the mean number of penetrating vessels in various focal 
hepatic lesions, as defined in material & method (section 4.5.4). 
Mean number of Mean number of 
Lesion Type penetrating penetrating 
vessel on CD image vessel on CPA image 
Capillary haemangioma 0.0± (0.0^ 0.0± (0.0) 
Cavemous haemangioma 0.0± (0.0) 0.28 ± (0.39) 
Abscess 0.0± (0.0) 0.0± (0.0) 
Hepatocellular Carcinoma 0.27 ± (0.5¾ 0.98 ± (1.43) 
Metastasis (AV&V) 0.19 ± (0.54) 0.83 ± (1.20) 
Avascular metastasis 0.0± (0.0) 0.0± (0.0) 
Vascular metastasis 0.27± (0.65) 1.25± (1.29) 
Note- Numbers in parenthesis denote one standard deviation 
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Results Relationship between lesion size and signal parameters 
5.8 Relationship between size of lesion and quantified signal parameters 
Relationship between size and signal amount was analyzed by regression method where 
the best pair of variables for each lesion was determined. The statistical pair test between 
respective variables was performed and the pair with highest R^ value was determined. 
The best pair of variables representing the relationship between size and signal amount for 
each type of focal hepatic lesion is shown below (figures 5.16 - 5.19). 
V 
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Results Relationship between lesion size and signal parameters 
(i) Capillary Haemangioma 
...^ ->,.-,^ „^„«<v.„.^ ,™.^ „,.,.,‘„„..^ ,^;.^ ,^„„„^ ,^„„,„„„.,_„.,,,.,,,..,,^ ,,,.,,^ ,^ .^ ^ .�.…,^ .,.,>„» .^„.„„,..,^ „ .^^ ..^ .^^ ,..^ ,„.,^ ,. 
Size of lesion Amount of Signal 
:•—•—™,«��_„™„„,,—>«�„„....«»_—™^_.,.___^—_,,„�__,�_.„,...�__,.�__”—_,�_m— ,^, ,._.._„.. ,„_, ,___, . . ,_„ „ „ ,„._.,,___.„.,.„, .^....,. ,....„..,_,„„,_„^„,.,..:._ .^ 
C D count C D hit C D % CPA count CPA hit CPA % 
density density hit area density density hit area 
( C density) (CH density) ( % CH area) ( P density) (PH densi ty)—丄 % PH area) 
Largest Nii" m ""Nil 0.74307 — ~ a 8 2 l ^ "oT62697 “ 
dimension (inverse) (compound) (quadratic 
Volume Nil Nil Nil 0.76905 0.83809* 0.60^23 
Q)ower) (power) (power) 
Note - All values shown are R ^ values where red * denote the highest value. Parentheses denote types ofregression used. 
Nil denote no statistical significance ( p > 0.05) 
Table 5.32 This table illustrates the statistical relationship between size of lesion and 
amount of signal in capillary haemangioma. The pair of variables with the highest R^ 
value for capillary haemangioma is CPA hit density Vs Volume (figure 5.16) by 
POWER non linear regression. 
. 4r^-n 1 
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Figure 5.16 A plot between volume and CPA hit density in capillary haemangioma on 
logarithmic scale shows an inverse linear relationship 
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(ii) Cavemous haemangioma 
• • ' * " " • • " ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ — — — ^ ~ ~ « ^ ~ « ~ — - . . - „ . - „ » „ « — — » « „ „ « 一 ~ « » » — . — ’ 〜 一 一 》 « « » „ » ^ - — — ‘ — — ‘ — — — „ « » _ » „ „ > « » _ „ _ « « „ ^ — 
Size of lesion Amount of Signal 
-^,'.v*^:^.-M:y."^M':.v»,K.wy.v««^uuf«..,-.i;.,....w^ ..<1 S**V*W*WU*W».>W*.'Ww«. WA^-*^  ..„, ,_ , „^ . 
•"•^•••"•"-^•**•••—'"^^ ••"^^ •^.•^ "^••"••“^w.w�",*,.><�,>>^,. — .  -•..-; ..:,.. ..s^ ..,.^ „^ .,i...,^ -.,„^ „^^ .,,.,..., .^ . ,( ,•., .:,,‘ .^ -^^..t^^-^^^^ ">>r*<^.%>v<<>^*V<<^*VJ^-^  
CD count CD hit CD% CPA count CPA hit ^""cPA%T^'"'' 
density density hit area density density hit area 
j ^ d e n g M _ _ j C H density) ( % CH area) 一 ( P density) (PH density) (% PH area) 
Largest Nil Nil Nil ~ m — 0.67008 W 一 
dimension (exponent) 
Volume Nil 0.65092 0.68429 0.61312 0.71144* Nil 
--— —-- (inverse) (exponent) (power) (power)  
Note - All values shown are R ^ values where red * denote high"^^T^KirSrenthes^s denotetypes o fr^ress ion used!~"~""""""• ~ — 
Nil = no statistical significance (p > 0.05) 
Table 5.33 This table illustrates the statistical relationship between size of lesion and 
amount of signal in cavemous haemangioma. The pair of variables with the highest R^ 
value for cavemous haemangioma is CPA hit density Vs VoIume (figure 5.17) by 
POWER non linear regression. 
4_^   
I ^ \ ^ •• 
"i ® H ^""^^^>4^~—~^I 1 ^ , 
I - I “ 1 2 • 3 ^ V ^ . • 5 6 7 <� 
圣 -1 • ^ \ ^ 
囊 ^ ^ 
y = -0.9444x + 3.0523 
_5 -. R^ = 0.7114 
• 
^ ._^ - ！ 
Volume of lesion cm'(log) 
Figure 5.17 A plot between volume and CPA hit density in cavemous haemangioma on 
logarithmic scale shows an inverse linear relationship 
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(iii) Abscess : Small sample precluded statistical analysis. 
(iv) Hepatocellular carcinoma 
�",�M "^,^ >^-,-.^ ^^ >>w.^ -^ >^>-."^ >^^ :..>~™-^ ^•-•——:〜办..〜——>,… „ _ „ , „ . „ . . , „ _〜：，〜 „ „ „ „ _ .』—〜 _ _ .— , - „ „ „ _ _‘ .』 „ _乂 
Size of lesion Amount of Signal 
,“.,�•,..•..�“-‘ ',"A'“W.�^"-«—"^”Y<^*.>.-‘�r^».��."W>H-、、7«A*,»«Q«V^.^."«Mr>VI-^«„-.V«>"l^_.<:6‘V^.WV-.^>:^-“.„.,_«,.„7、心. . .:-知,>..广、々  _• ,.. . ^ . 
^ . _ ‘ • •‘ '- '•'• -^ "-'^ H,v.xv.^ .-.;:^ .v.^ ,^ v-%^ -^.v/,^ ,^^ . ,.r^ .-.>^ .x,^ ,,v, .,);a^ v.^ .xrfc^ v^ v^ .:,v,...z_(_,h, .---^ -^ c^ A^ -*,..-^ -..v. 
C D c o u n t C D hi t C D % C P A c o u n t C P A h i t C P A % 
d e n s i t y d e n s i t y h i t a r e a d e n s i t y d e n s i t y h i t a r e a 
( C d e n g i t y ) ( C H d e n s i t y ) ( ° / g _ q g — g r s i ) — — L g i g _ n g ^ ^ — J g j ^ d e n s i t y ) ( % P H area ) 
Largest Nil 0.66088 Nil 0 . 7^27 ~~ O ^ H l ~ m 
dimension (inverse) (power) (inverse) 
Volume Nil 0.78997 Nil 0.86746 0.87902* 0.80952 
(inverse) (inverse) (power) (power) 
Note - All values shown are R ^ values where red * denote highest value. Parentheses denote types ofregression used. 
Nil = no statistical significance (p > 0.05) 
Table 5.34 This table illustrates the statistical relationship between size of lesion and 
amount of signal in hepatocellular carcinoma. The pair of variables with the highest R^ 
value for hepatocellular carcinoma is CPA hit density Vs Volume (figure 5.18) by 
POWER non linear regression. 
I ‘ ^ ^ ^ 
I ‘ . ~ ^ > ^ o �^ ^ ‘ ^ ^ I 
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. y = - 0 . 8 3 9 9 x + 2 . 8 6 9 1 • | 
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R2 = 0 . 8 7 9 i 
i I 
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.---- ！ 
Volume of lesion in cm' (log) 
Figure 5.18 A plot between volume and CPA hit density in hepatocellular carcinoma on 
logarithmic scale shows an inverse linear relationship. 
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(iv) Metastases - both avascular (CD-) and vascular (CD+) 
Both types ofmetastases was analysed together to increase sample size otherwise both are 
too little for statistical analysis. 
• .‘,rvuu*.«‘«rx.,‘‘�^�«-,»„„‘.e^ ,“^ _^ ,y,...、,,，‘-.,,,,,’i,�w:,.A�‘�„‘„-«,.i„‘“^ �^,,.<_^„‘�o„,.,<^ ‘K,,:,�„,‘>�,.,�,.u.�.,.., �.‘.._ .,--.,-;..  ,^ ..v,-. .. ... . ^ ..-,n.v:,-^ .,^ .,.u^ v, ,-...,;r. •,.‘•>, ;.^ .,-<^ ..'.^  •-."••.v>. �.,,, ...-...>,<,..u<<<^ ..o, „�,,. .^-^ u.•.�•. ..v,. •-..-,• .,.-•,",.�.. -,..-.^ .^ .,,,.. ..,., -^ ,.,-..^ .,.-„,,. 
Size of lesion Amount of Signal 
.-''^-•••'•'^'•'^••.•.^•..^^.^^••.•^.•..«~^ ..,,—..,..,,,,..,,....,,^ .,.^ .,.„.;_„:„»„ ..„„,.^.>„„.„^„,^,.,,.,.,.,^.,,.,„,,,,.^.^..„..,.^^ 
C D count C D hit C D % C P A count C P A hit C P A % 
density density hit area density density hit area 
( C density) (CH d e n s i t y ) _ _ ( % C H area) ( P density) (PH density) ( % PH area) 
Largest Nil Nil ——~NU" — Nil 0.80354 Nil 
dimension (logistic) 
Volume Nil Nil Nil Nil 0.86450* Nil    
(inverse)  
**Note - All values shown are R ^  values where red * denot7highest vaTue. Parentheses denote types ofregression useT~ 一 “ 
Nil = no statistical significance (p > 0.05) 
Table 5.35 This table illustrates the statistical relationship between size of lesion and 
amount of signal in metastases. The pair of variables with the highest R^ value for 
metastases is CPA hit density Vs Volume (figure 5.19) by INVERSE non linear 
regression. 
r[^ —1...——————— 
.f 0 � 1 — " ^ ^ ^ - ^ ^    
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Figure 5.19 A plot between volume and CPA hit density in both types of metastases on 
logarithmic scale shows an inverse linear relationship. 
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Chapter 6 Discussion 
6.1 Study review 
This study was conducted in an attempt to explore the effectiveness of a new imaging 
technique, Color Power Angiography (CPA) in the differentiation of focal hepatic 
lesions. In the early phase of data collection, it was found that CPA can detect signals 
which are not seen on Color Doppler (CD) imaging. These signals could be seen with 
better depiction of apparent ‘vascularity�. It was later shown that CPA demonstrated 
flow signals in small hyperechoic lesions with a final diagnosis of capillary 
haemangioma or avascular metastasis which were negative on CD and spectral 
Doppler imaging. With the presumption that the origin of CPA signals in these lesions 
was not due to genuine flow, a simple sponge phantom was designed (as described in 
section 4.4.3). Similar CPA appearances were seen in the sponge phantom as in 
capillary haemangioma and avascular metastasis. This lent support to the hypothesis 
that the origin of CPA signals in the above lesions is due to architecture rather than 
flow. The latter phase of the study was devoted to identifying the characteristics of 
various focal hepatic lesions on CPA by a subjective method. This method although 
convenient did not provide quantification of signals nor a reproducible method for 
future comparison. A semi- quantitative method previously used in the quantification 
of vascularity of focal breast lesions was then applied to focal hepatic lesions. Results 
were analyzed with appropriate statistical tests, as presented in chapter 5. Correlation 
with previous studies of characterization of focal hepatic lesions with sonographic 
techniques was also done. Finally the limitations, and future potential with CPA in the 
study of focal hepatic lesions are discussed. 
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6.2 Methods of quantitation 
Quantitation of focal lesions remains an important diagnostic tool in assessing the 
vascularity of a lesion. Subjective analysis of CD and CPA image does not provide a 
good baseline for comparison between different lesions. Three main categories of 
quantification techniques have been described in the past which include: 
(i) interobserver vessel counting method which involves subjective counting of 
signals within a lesion by two observers separately to achieve a reasonably 
'objective' result. 
(ii) semi-quantified regional vessel counting method which forms the basis of the 
method currently employed. This method provides a more accurate counting of 
signals by dividing the lesion into different zones and then assessing the area 
occupied by signals within a lesion by a statistical ‘hit，method. This technique 
though more objective still requires a certain degree of visual judgement (section 
6.6) and renders it at best semi-quantitative. 
(iii) recently, a few ‘genuine，quantification techniques including automated 
quantification (Kedar R P et al, 1995) and fractional moving blood volume (Rubin 
J M, 1995) have been reported. However these techniques are not widely 
available, are found in highly specialized centres and perhaps more important, are 
highly technical and require more clinical validation. 
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6.3 Value of quantitation 
Quantitation is essential in determining amount of signals within a lesion which in 
turn provides clues to improve differential diagnosis in daily clinical practice. 
Enormous effort has been expended in this respect, and numerous methods have been 
described (Choi B I et al, 1996，Clautice- Engle et al 1996，Cosgrove D 0 et al 1990， 
1995, Rubin J M et al 1995). This study contributes by providing quantitative data for 
comparison of signal amount in different focal hepatic lesions. This may provide a 
baseline for future comparison with ‘genuine，quantification techniques. Furthermore, 
with the introduction of contrast ^ u m s P N et al, 1994), this technique could be 
applied to quantify lesions after contrast injection. 
Concerning capillary haemangioma and avascular metastases, although the role of 
quantification was of limited clinical value in this setting where architectural signals 
and not flow were assessed, it enabled confirmation that qualitative CPA differences 
observed between haemangioma and metastases were not significant on quantitation 




6.4.1 Sonographic equipment 
A single sonographic unit，the ATL HDI 3000 was used to collect data. In the early 
phase, a lower version (33.27) of software package was utilized. Subsequent upgrade 
of software to version (34.18) caused a minor change in the actual settings on CPA 
imaging. 
These included: 
(i) improved transparency of CPA image (masking of CPA signals over simultaneous 
grayscale) with addition of a new CPA background option termed the 'tint，. This 
enabled better visualization of background grayscale anatomical landmarks 
without switching between grayscale and CPA imaging alternatively. 
(ii) addition of ‘triplex，mode imaging enabling a quick and immediate position of 
sample volume over the region of interest on spectral Doppler analysis. 
(iii) recalibration of thermal and mechanical indices (TI and MI) which is an important 
FDA requirement on CPA application to confine sonographic examination within 
safety limits. 
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6.4.2 Image recording system 
For image recording, a computer system by the Nova Microsonics called the DCR 
image view image capturing system was used. The capability of the system includes 
capturing of digital image data and image post processing including image 
magnification, measurement, and export of image to personal computer (PC). 
6.4.3 Personal computer (PC) 
The PC system rendered signal counting possible and was used by masking a counting 
grid over the scanner monitor and counting signals. With modification by this PC 
equipped with Freehand 7.0 software package, the grids were resizable and able to fit 
perfectly to scale into the lesion of interest for signal counting. Furthermore, rotation 
of grid was now also more accurately done at 90 degrees interval. This provided a 
more accurate signal estimation with exclusion of hand counting variability. 
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6.5 Subjects 
All subjects were recruited prospectively when focal hepatic lesions were seen. CD 
and CPA were performed without knowledge of the final diagnosis and images were 
recorded. Confirmation of the nature of each lesion was done subsequently by the 
criteria listed in section 4.2 using a combination of biopsy, imaging features and 
clinical correlation (see section 4.2.1 to section 4.2.5). There is a variation in the total 
number of focal hepatic lesions with a large number of HCC and capillary 
haemangioma but comparatively few metastases and abscesses. This is primarily 
related to disease prevalence. Large numbers of HCC are diagnosed each year within 
our population and small benign capillary haemangioma are a common incidental 
finding on sonography. However, metastases with similar gray scale features to 
capillary haemangioma were infrequently encountered. 
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6.6 Image analysis 
A limitation of this method is that a certain degree of visual judgement of signals is 
involved. 
® The increased sensitivity of CPA imaging results in signals which are often 
visualised as a continuous vessel instead of discrete color dots as seen on CD. During 
signal counting within lesions, both a color dot (on CD) or a single vessel (on CPA) 
would be counted as ‘one，signal (figure 6.01). This signal count method does not 
reflect the increased length of signal vessel seen on CPA. 
0 fr^^\ t ^ i ^ 
Case A Case B 
Figure 6.01 Schematic diagram showing that in both case A or B, the signal would be 
counted as 'one, within ring 1. 
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(ii) When signals coincide exactly over a ring within the grid, priority would be given 
to the inner ring (figure 6.02). 
厂 RingfiX^ 
fr^ 
RingA \ 一 
t ^ 
Figure 6.02 Diagram illustrating a signal coincident over a ring, this count would be 
added to inner ring A. 
(iii) Problems in judging overlap between signal and grid/dots (‘hit, count). Any 
degree of overlap between signal and grid/dots would be counted as a hit (figure 
6.03). 
^ ^ | ^ CaseA 1 ^ ^ ^ CaseB 
Figure 6.03 Diagram illustrating that partial or complete overlap ofagrid/dot (black) 




6.7.1 Qualitative characteristics of various focal lesions 
In section 5.1，it is seen that different lesions have different CD and CPA appearances. 
Although subjective, this method is most frequently used in the clinical setting as it is 
quick and convenient. Salient features are summarized below: 
(i) Diffuse speckled CPA signals or 'diffuse blush’ appears to be a specific characteristic 
of capillary haemangioma and avascular metastases. 
(ii) Avascular (CD-) metastases appear less bright in hue on CPA when comparing with 
neighboring vessels or CPA image of capillary haemangioma. 
(iii) Neighboring landmarks are consistently seen in small haemangiomas and avascular 
(CD-) metastases (not a consistent finding in other focal hepatic lesions). 
(iv) Tortuous signals on CPA image are seen only in hepatocellular carcinoma. 
(v) Signals are seen predominantly in the center of hepatocellular carcinoma. 
(vi) Signals are seen predominantly in the periphery of cavemous haemangioma, 
abscesses and vascular (CD+) metastases on CPA image. 
» 
Although most focal lesions possess some but not all of the above characteristics, 
recognizing these preliminary qualitative CPA characteristics might aid in providing clues 
to diagnosis. 
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Quantitation parameters showed no statistical difference between capillary haemangioma 
and avascular (CD-) metastases (table 6.01)，though only five metastases were studied. 
—C—?isjgn^l—p^_e!s Haemangioma Avascular metastasis 
Mean signal 'count' number l ^ f 2 ^ — 
Mean signal ‘hit'number 25.9 43.0 
Mean signal ‘hitMensity (per cm^) 12.0 5.6 
Mean signal ‘hit, area (%) 25.9 24.7 
Note- p> 0.05 for all variables (Wilcoxon Rank sum W testj." ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ " ~ ~ ~ ~ " 
Table 6.01 Quantitative comparison between hepatic haemangioma and metastasis 
Qualitative review of CPA images of hepatic metastasis by 2 observers (L.K.Y and 
W.T.Y) however revealed that metastasis were less bright in hue when compared with 
neighboring vessels. Qualitative cross grading method employed resulted in a + for 
metastasis and ++ for hepatic capillaty haemangioma (figure 6.04). 
^^^^B|^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^M 
^ ^ ^ ^ f ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H | ^ B ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H 
^ ^ ^ H H H H ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ H R | ^ ^ | 
| ^ ^ ^ H ^ H 
CPA image of capillaty haemangioma CPA image of avascular metastasis 
Figure 6.04 Qualitative CPA images of capillary haemangioma (a) and avascular 
metastasis (b) showed that signals are less bright in hue in avascular metastasis. 
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6.7.2 Superiority of CPA over CD 
Although previous studies have shown that CPA is three to four times more sensitive 
than CD, studies on application in hepatic imaging have been scanty. 
6.7.2.1 Increased signal detection in focal hepatic lesions with CPA 
(i) Quantitative parameters showed that a total of 49 lesions with no detectable 
signals on CD showed signals on CPA. This resulted in an increase in detection of 
signals by 51 % using CPA (table 6.02)，confirming its superior sensitivity. 
Type oflesion CD CPA 
Capillary haemangioma (n'=27) 0 27 
Cav. haemangioma (n'=16) 7 16 
Abscess (n'=4) 2 3 
HCC (n'=31) 26 31 
Metastases (both AV & V) (n'=18) 12 18 
Total lesion seen (n'=96) 47 96 
** n' =total number for each type of focal lesion. 
Table 6.02 Table showing the number of focal hepatic lesions seen on CPA compared 
to CD. 
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(ii) Qualitative review of CD and CPA images of various focal hepatic lesions by two 
observers (L.K.Y and W.T.Y) revealed that increased number of signals were seen 
on CPA images in (77/96) 80 % of lesions. (18/96) 19 % showed similar signal 
amount and (1/96) 1 % less (table 6.03). Most of the latter were related to 
suboptimal image settings, i.e. low power gain employed in CPA imaging (about 
70% gain) in the early part of the study. Note that the power gain employed in 
CPA is usually 10 to 15% more compared to that used in CD imaging as noise has 
lower power on CPA compared to CD and is much less distracting than the 
random colored noise of CD (D.0. Cosgrove et al, 1996). 
Lesion type CPA signals compared with CD 
More Equal Less 
Capillary (n'=27) 27 0 0 
Cav. Haemangioma (n'= 16) 12 4 0 
Abscess (n'=4) 3 1 0 
HCC (n'=31) 21 9 1 
Metastases (n'=18) 14 4 0 
Total lesion seen (n'=96) 77 18 1 
Note n' =total number for each type of focal hepatic lesion. Numbers in parenthesis denote percentage of focal hepatic lesion 
Table 6.03 Comparison of signal detection on CPA and CD for various types of focal 
hepatic lesions. 
Both qualitative (80%) and quantitative (51%) review, showed at least a two fold 
increase (> 50%) in depiction of signal amount on CPA compared with CD. 
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6.7.2.2 Increased signal amount detected on CPA 
Quantitative evaluation of CPA images ofa l l focal hepatic lesions showed that CPA 
had a higher value than CD for all quantified parameters (mN, mH, mD, mA, Count 
diff，Hit diff) (tables in section 5.4.1 to 5.4.5). Graphical presentation of increased 
signal parameters with statistical signifigance (Wilcoxon Matched- Pairs Signed 
Ranks Test) are shown below. 
QQ ^^ X ~" ~"~-~-—"~*"一-^‘““~*~•"“ -~~«-^-,.—._~__^___ ..»„-—^―^  ， .. .T-, , •• , L_. •丨• __. i_ 彳 
8 o - , r T ^ — 
i 6 。 ， 一 I - - l ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
i = p S p 
1 � 7 t ^ fc^ t ^ - t ^ ~ ~ � • ‘ ! " ) 
o M m F i r 4 w n J r i m ^ w n u ! ! ^ ^ ^ 卞 
Number Hlts %Area Countdiff Hits dlff l P ^ ^ ^ L 
Figure 6.05 A plot of number of lesions against signal parameters for all focal hepatic 
lesions 
Quantified parameters O^umber, Hits, %Area) showed more signals on CPA image in 
90o/o ofall lesions studied. Qualitative assessment o f C D and CPA images showed similar 
or less CPA signals detected in a small percentage of lesions. The reasons for this have 
been explained in section 6.7.2.1. 
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6.7.3 Quantitative parameters 
(i) The (signal count and hit) number on CD and CPA were not able to differentiate the 
majority of focal hepatic lesions with statistical significance (table 6.04). 
(ii) CPA (signal count and hit) density and area were able to differentiate majority of 
focal hepatic lesions (p < 0.05) (table 6.05) 
(iii) Using CPA (signal count and hit) density and area (table 6.05), capillary 
haemangioma showed significant differences from all other lesions except avascular 
(CD-) metastasis. Capillary haemangioma and avascular metastasis (CD-) have the 
highest mean signal (count and hit) density and mean signal hit % area on CPA (tables 
5.13 to 5.18 in section 5.4). The similar quantitative characteristics of these lesions 
can be explained by the fact that they are often small (around 2.0 cm) and hyperechoic 
with significant diffuse signal on CPA (architecture related) accounting for the high 
signal density and area. 
(iv) Using CD signal count/ hits (table 6.04) and CPA signal count and hit density and 
area (table 6.05), cavemous haemangioma shows significantly less signal than HCC 
and metastases (tables 5.14,5.17 & 5.18 in section 5.4). 
(v) Using CD signal count and hit (table 6.04) and CD signal hit density and area (table 
6.05), HCC shows significantly more signals than avascular metastases (table 5.16 & 
5.17 in section 5.4). 
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(vi) CPA hit density (table 6.05) can show significantly more signals in HCC than 
vascular (CD+) metastases (tables 5.16 & 5.18 in section 5.4). 
(vii) Using CD count density (table 6.05)，abscess showed significantly higher CD signal 
density than avascular (CD-) metastases as no CD signal is detected in avascular 
(CD-) metastases but two abscesses showed CD signal (table 5.23 and 5.27 in section 
5.5). 
(viii) Using only CPA count density (table 6.05)，HCC showed significantly less CPA 
signal density than abscess probably due to the large lesion size. 
(ix) Using majority of CD and CPA quantified parameters (table 6.04 & 6.05)，avascular 
(CD-) metastases showed significantly less signals on CD but more signals on CPA 
than in vascular metastases (table 5.17 & 5.18 in section 5.4). 
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^•'^^^^'^<••^•<^•^•^^^^^^*^.<•S^A.ur.,..<^:,•^,.,^.,^^^^^^ .r.^,.^,S.,. r..^^.«.,.^..„  
華 .w, , --'^- »•' •*-• .. •+.，—f ^.'.M.<^<.• . ... ‘- .-. :"; .T.- .‘ , ....,-. .,.,.. . .’ • .-,.. . w%e.-_r.,_.- .,..,.,,‘t.c-,..«^...vn.�>.�„-..a....... 
Lesion l Lesion 2 CD count CD hit CPA count^ CPA hit— 
Cap Cav N/A N/A 0.2053 0.4189 — 
Abs N/A N/A 0.3450 0.3922 
HCC N/A N/A 0.7786 0.0754 
Mets N/A N/A 0.5012 0.1021 
AMets N/A N/A 0.2070 0.1120 
VMets N/A N/A 0.9514 0.2662 
Cav Abs 0.7293 0.5040 0.3239 0.5015 
HCC 0.2007 0.0021 * 0.4307 0.5532 
Mets 0.5643 0.2209 0.5743 0.4576 
AMets 0.0030 * 0.1063 0.6471 0.4007 
VMets 0.4050 0.0183 * 0.3076 0.6418 
Abs HCC 0.7464 0.1987 0.3362 0.2132 
Mets 0.6486 0.8468 0.3703 0.1475 
AMets 0.0510 0.9035 0.3938 0.1356 
V Mets 0.8753 0.3599 0.4285 0.2246 
HCC Mets 0.0685 0.0228 * 0.7711 0.9421 
AMets 0.0018 * 0.0018 * 0.3748 0.7261 
VMets 0.6672 0.3180 0.8386 0.8923 
AMets VMets 0.0015 * 0.0016 * 0.2593 0.6059 
“.丄.、^0.":‘.4‘.、.“,“.二“_：.‘，,._、，、_^、、,.从、，,占〜_^认,._^认_.^、_^„.*认』.从、，二、_, 、_,…、_. : 1.  
r r ^ A 1 八 八 _ — - . - - -
Total p <0.05 3 5 Q Q 
Note - all numbers are p- values by Mann Whitney U- Wilcoxon Rank Sum W Test. Red * denote P value < 0.05. N/A= not applicable. 
Table 6.04 Comparison of CD and CPA count and hit ofdifferent focal hepatic lesions. 
Note using only CPA parameters, none of the lesions showed statistical significance and 
could not be differentiated from each other. 
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Lesion Lesion CD count CD hit % CD CPA CPA hit % CPA 
1 2 density density hit area count density hit area 
density  
Cap Cav N/A WK Wk~~~0.0000* 0.0000*~~0.0064* 
Abs N/A N/A N/A 0.0874 0.0677* 0.0103* 
HCC N/A N/A N/A 0.0000* 0.0000* 0.0005* 
Mets N/A N/A N/A 0.0005* 0.0000* 0.0079 
AMets N/A N/A N/A 0.3044 0.0596 0.6911 
VMets N/A N/A N/A 0.0001* 0.0000* 0.0012* 
Cav Abs 0.2146 0.6697 0.7563 0.0199* 0.9286 0 3245 
HCC 0.2918 0.0145* 0.0067 0.0827 0.2669 0.7220 
氺 
Mets 0.2764 0.3585 0.2007 0.0000* 0.4283 0.9868 
AMets 0.0016* 0.0909 0.0852 0.0006* 0.0687 0.1721 
VMets 0.7169 0.0334* 0.0119 0.0011* 0.0268* 0.3757 
氺 
Abs HCC 0.6165 0.2711 0.3278 0.0082* 0.4679 0.3640 
Mets 0.1770 0.6451 0.6994 0.9660 0.6704 0.3945 
AMets 0.0088* 0.0679 0.0935 0.2395 0.3938 0.0550 
VMets 0.4292 0.1506 0.2396 0.5443 0.2751 0.9035 
HCC Mets 0.0112* 0.0764 0.1070 0.0000* 0.6783 0.8927 
AMets 0.0002* 0.0008* 0.0018 0.0002* 0.0234* 0.1325 
* 
VMets 0.3870 0.9470 0.8811 0.3433 0.0002* 0.4165 
A VMets 0.0007* 0.0007* 0.0016 0.0037* 0.0050* 0.1010 
Mets * 
�Vi» = >«AVl«.V.t,,<«K»>«,’，V««O..lA_.>»„>M>»l^ Yj^ .^.j4)._>^ _j^ j(^ mi^ ^^ ll^ l^ll^ ^^ ^^ C^ �  
Total p<0.05 5 4 4 i f 9 4 
Note - all numbers are p- values by Mann Whitney U- Wilcoxon Rank Sum W Test. Red* denote P value < 1 . 0 5 . N/A = not  
applicable. 
Table 6.05 Comparison of CD and CPA count and hit density and area ofdifferent focal 
hepatic lesions. Note CPA signal count and hit density best differentiated various focal 
hepatic lesions. 
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6.7.4 Distribution of signals 
(i) From section 4.5.3.1，evaluating signal dominance in central and peripheral zones by 
calculating the differences in counts and hits between these two zones showed various 
signal distribution patterns on CD and CPA of various focal hepatic lesion (figure 
6.06): 
• Capillaty haemangioma : Diffuse 
• Cavemous haemangioma : Peripheral 
• Abscess ： Peripheral 
• Hepatocellular carcinoma : Central 
• Avascular metastases ： Diffuse 
• Vascular metastases ： Peripheral 
-,-.r   
_ f  
VMets l l l H f l l l l l ^ H ^ ^ ^ B ^ ^ ^ M ^ ^ ^ B ^ H 
AV Mets ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 3 j 
^^_ 
HCC ^ ^ ^ ^ h H H H H H ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ H ^ B _ _ 
_ ^ H H H H H I H H I H H I i p H H P I h l l j l l H I I ^ I I H I I ^ I H I I I P •叱 signals 
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- A b s ^rniMmWm -Fteripheral 
y BCentral 
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Cap ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ ^ ^ I 
- I B ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 1 ^ — M W i r ~ ^ ^ ... .. . J  
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N u m b e r o f l e s i o n s 
Figure 6.06 Signal distribution using CPA signal hit for different focal hepatic lesions. 
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(ii)The mean CPA parameter difference (P d i f f& PH diff) was higher than the mean CD 
parameter difference (C d i f f& CH diff) (table 6.06) for various focal hepatic lesions. 
However, there was no significant difference in all lesions (p > 0.05)，except for HCC 
(P < 0.05) where CPA could differentiate dominance between central and peripheral 
zone better than CD (table 6.07). 
Type of lesion Parameter 
mean C diff meanCH diff~~~mean P diff mean PH diff 
Capillary haem. 0.0 0.0 1.1* 12* 
Cavemous haem. 1.9 6.0 4.3* 6 0 
Abscess 9.0 12.0 9.0 10.0 
HCC 3.8 11.1 8.0* 19.4* 
M e t s . ( A & A V ) 4.9 9.6 5.6* 11.5* 
Avascular (CD-) mets. 0.0 0.0 10.0* 11.7* 
Vascular (CD+) mets. 4.4 8.7 4.5* 11.5* 
••:..等~+【,,阳__—„她—_„~_________〜_.___〜〜___-观_〜 ,〜.^,.,_ ,„..,..,.;.,.:一   
Table 6.06 Table showing the mean CD and CPA quantified parameter difference. Those 
on CPA showed higher values (marked with red *) 
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*"**^*——****"—*——•圓_ 旧 —**"'-™"~~~'~~" -rnrir iiii  
Lesion Type CD count diff Vs CPA count diff CD hit diff Vs CPA hit diff 
Capillary haem. WA ^ 
Cavernous Haem. 0.1380 0.5002 
Abscess 0.1797 0.3173 
HCC 0.0008* 0.0058* 
A (CD-) Mets. N/A N/A 
V(CD+) Mets. 0.8127 0.1549 
7 * N o t e - all numbers shown are p values. Red * dei;^te p<0.05.N7A = not applicable. By Wilcoxon Matched-'pdrs Signed Ranks Test. 
Table 6.07 Table comparing CD and CPA count and hit differences for various focal 
hepatic lesions. Significant difference is noted between CPA and CD for HCC，where 
CPA was superior in judging signal dominance. 
(iii)Actual signal distribution is displayed in figures 5.10 _ 5.15 in chapter 5. These 
graphs represent the genuine signal distribution using both CD and CPA at 0.5 and 
one centimeter intervals from the center of the lesion, and is a more detailed method 
ofevaluating signal distribution. 
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6.7.5 Penetrating vessels 
A penetrating vessel has been defmed in section 4.5.4 as any vessel that passes through 
one or more rings within a lesion. The mean number of penetrating vessels of individual 
lesions was calculated (table 5.31 in section 5.6). The amount of penetrating vessels on 
CD and CPA images of various focal hepatic lesion are compared in table 6.08. 
Lesion 1 Lesion 2 CD P vessel CPA P vessel 
Cap Cav 1.0000 0.0254* 
Abs 1.0000 1.0000 
HCC 0.0087* 0.0004* 
Mets 0.0630 0.0005* 
AMets 1.0000 1.0000 
V Mets 0.0247* 0.0000* 
Cav Abs 1.0000 0.3758 
HCC 0.0406* 0.0697 
Mets 0.1508 0.0969 
AMets 1.0000 0.2805 
VMets 0.0822 0.0102* 
Abs HCC 0.2926 0.1409 
Mets 0.4682 0.1485 
AMets 0.2408 0.0741 
V Mets 0.3744 0.0600 
HCC Mets 0.4483 0.8683 
AMets 0.2408 0.0741 
VMets 0.8168 0.3180 
AMets VMets 0.3248 0.0247* 
** Note - aii numbers are p- vaiuesby Mann Whitney U- Wiicoxon Rank Sum W Test. Red * denotes P value < 0.05. 
Table 6.08 Table showing the difference in penetrating vessels on CD and CPA for 
various focal hepatic lesions. 
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Summary of findings on CD and CPA are: 
(i) HCC and vascular metastases have the highest number of penetrating vessels, (table 
5.31 in section 5.7) significantly higher (p<0.05) than all other lesions. 
(ii) No significant difference is seen between HCC and vascular (CD+) metastases. 
(iii) HCC showed significantly more penetrating vessels (table 5.31 in section 5.7) on CD 
than cavernous haemangioma but not on CPA as no significant difference is seen 
between HCC and cavemous haemangioma on CPA (table 6.08) despite cavemous 
haemangioma showed increase penetrating vessels on CPA which are not visible on 
CD. Therefore, CD can be used as an adjunct to CPA in differentiating HCC (more 
penetrating vessels on CD) and cavernous haemangioma. 
(iv) Vascular (CD+) metastases showed significantly more (table 5.31 in section 5.7) 
penetrating vessels than capillary haemangioma and avascular (CD-) metastases on 
CPA. 
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6.8 Relationship between size and amount of signals 
Because the data on relationship between size and amount of signals does not follow a 
normal distribution, tranfomation is applied by taking logarithmic scale of the pair of 
variables that best represents the relationship between size and signal amount. The results 
are displayed in section 5.7. 
Significant points are: 
(i) The pair of variables that best represents this relationship is volume of lesion and 
CPA 'hit' density for various focal hepatic lesions. 
(ii) After transformation to logarithmic scale, all focal hepatic lesions showed an inverse 
linear relationship between the above two parameters. 
(iii) A general trend is observed showing CPA hit density decreasing with increasing 
volume. 
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6.9 Differentiation of focal hepatic lesions 
6.9.1 Qualitative characteristics: 
From section 5.1 and 6.7.1，qualitative image characteristics are seen in focal hepatic 
lesions. Important characteristics to differentiate various focal hepatic lesions are 
summarized in tables 6.09 - 6.11 below. 
(i) Qualitative image characteristics 
Image Characteristics Focal hepatic lesion 
No signal on CD Capillary haemangioma 
Avascular (CD-) metastases 
Diffuse blush on CPA( brighter hue) Capillary haemangioma 
Diffuse blush on CPA (less bright hue) Avascular (CD-) metastases 
Tortuous signal on CPA HCC 
Table 6.09 Image characteristics of focal hepatic lesions. 
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(ii) Qualitative signal distribution 
Signal distribution Focal hepatic lesion ~ ~ 
Peripheral Capillary haemangioma 
Abscess 
Avascular (CD-) metastases 
Vascular (CD+) metastases 
Central HCC 
Table 6.10 Signal distribution of focal hepatic lesions. 
(iii) Spectral Doppler characteristics 
Signal distribution Focal hepatic lesion 
Pulsatile HCC 
Vascular (CD+) metastases 
High systolic peak (> 4KHz or lOOcm/s) HCC 
Continuous Cavernous haemangioma 
Table 6.11 Spectral Doppler characteristics of focal hepatic lesions. 
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Significant points to note: 
• Both capillary haemangioma and avascular (CD-) metastases show similar qualitative 
characteristics, except that avascular (CD-) metastases are subjectively less bright in 
hue on CPA when compared with capillary haemangioma which may be the only clue 
in differentiating them at present. 
• Cavernous haemangioma shows continuous spectral Doppler tracing on CPA. 
• Only HCC shows pulsatile spectral Doppler tracing with high systolic peak of s 4 
KHz or lOOcm/s on CPA aided spectral Doppler analysis suggestive of intratumoral 
arterio-venous shunting. 
• HCC shows more central CPA signals than cavemous haemangioma and vascular 
(CD+) metastases. 
• Vascular metastases shows both pulsatile spectral Doppler tracing on CPA and 
peripheral CPA signal distribution. 
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6.9.2 Quantitative characteristics 
Three basic quantitative markers can potentially be used in differentiation of focal hepatic 
lesions on CPA. These include: 
(i) quantitative parameters on CPA (figures 6.07 - 6.09, 6.11 - 6.12) 
(ii) penetrating vessels on CPA (figure 6.10) 
(iii) signal distribution pattem on CPA (tables 6.12 - 6.13) 
In order to test the ability of the first two markers (quantitative parameters and penetrating 
vessels) in differentiating various focal hepatic lesions, receiver operating characteristic 
(ROC) curves (Hanley J A 1989) were derived for each marker to determine the best cut 
off value. 
Because of insufficient data in individual samples (e.g. abscess, vascular metastases), the 
data was grouped and ROC curves were drawn to differentiate benign from malignant 
focal hepatic lesions. 
Before constructing ROC curves, a scattergram was plotted in order to determine the 
feasibility of finding a cut off value. Significant overlap between benign and malignant 
data, would render ROC inappropriate. 
Chi square test was used to determine if there were any significant differences in signal 
distribution between benign and malignant lesions. 
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6.9.2.1 Scattergrams 
Table 6.05 in section 6.7.3 shows that CPA signal 'count' and 'hit' density and % ‘hit’ 
area best differentiate various focal hepatic lesions. 
Scattergrams (figures 6.07 -6.09) for these three parameters are shown below. Figure 6.10 
is the scattergram using penetrating vessel as differentiating parameter. 
(i) CPA signal 'count' density 
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Figure 6.07 Scattergram using CPA signal 'count' density as judging parameter to 
distinguish bengin from malignant focal hepatic lesions. 
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Figure 6.08 Scattergram using CPA signal ‘hit, density as judging parameter to 
distinguish bengin from malignant focal hepatic lesions. 
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(iii) CPA signal % ‘hit，area 
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Figure 6.09 Scattergram using CPA signal ‘hit，% area as judging parameter to 
distinguish bengin from malignant focal hepatic lesions. Noted that no optimal cut- off 
line could be drawn. 
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(iv) penetrating vessels on CPA 
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Figure 6.10 Scattergram using CPA pentetrating vessel as judging parameter to 
distinguish benign from malignant focal hepatic lesions. Noted that no optimal cut- off 
line could be drawn. 
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6.9.2.2 ROC curves 
From scattergrams in previous section, it is shown that ROC curves were possible only 
with CPA signal ‘count，and 'hit' density respectively. 
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Figure 6.11 ROC curve using CPA signal 'count' density asjudging parameter 
From this ROC curve: 
• cut off value is 3.5 
• CPA signal 'count' density < 3.5 = malignant 
• CPA signal 'count' density >3.5 = benign 
• Sensitivity = 81.6% , specificity= 58.3%, accuracy = 70.1% 
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(ii) ROC with CPA signal 'hit' density (figure 6.12) 
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Figure 6.12 ROC curve using CPA signal 'hit' density asjudging parameter 
From this ROC curve: 
• cutoffvalueis l .2 
• CPA signal ‘count’ density < 1.2 = malignant 
• CPA signal ‘count，density >1.2 = benign 
Sensitivity = 67.3 %, specificity = 77.1 %, accuracy =72.2 % 
(iii) ROC with CPA signal 'hit' % area and CPA penetrating vessel 
• Satisfactory ROC cut off values could not be obtained as can be seen that no cut off 
line can be drawn to effectively separate benign from malignant focal hepatic lesions. 
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6.9.2.3 CPA Signal distribution 
Chi square test showed no significant difference in CPA signal distribution between 
benign and malignant hepatic lesions using CPA signal 'count' (P density) and 'hit' 
density (PH density) (tables 6.12 - 6.13). 
Distribution 
(P density) Benign Malignant Total 
C e n t r a l "f3 B ^ 
Peripheral 23 26 49 p =0.572 
Diffuse 12 8 20 
Total 48 49 97 
Note- all numbers shown are lesion number, p > 0.05 by Chi- Square test. 
Table 6.12 Table showing CPA signal 'count' density in distinguishing benign from 
malignant lesions. 
Distribution 
(PH density) Benign Malignant Total 
C e _ i i8 ^ 40 
Peripheral 17 22 39 p =0.101 
Diffuse 13 5 18 
Total 48 49 97 
Note- all numbers shown are lesion number, p > 0.05 by Chi- Square test. 
Table 6.13 Table showing CPA signal 'hit' density in distinguishing benign from 
malignant lesions. 
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6.9.3 Imaging and diagnostic algorithm for differentiation offocal hepatic lesions 
Focal Hepatic Lesion 
Small Gray scale imaging Large 
八 八 
hyperechoic hypoechoic hyperechoic hypoechoic 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Color Doppler  
^ ^ ^ ^ \ 
< N o signal Signal 
^ ^ ^ ^ - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
�n o iesion seen Color Powcr Angiography 
with absent CD 
andCPAsignals) ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Signal ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Qualitative Spectral analysis Quantitative 
A A 八 
Diffiise blush Vessel distribution / \ Penetrating vessel Vessel distribution 
/ 八I L A八 
^J^^ Peripheral Central Continuous : = 二 More Less Peripheral Central 
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6.10 The origin of CPA signals in small hyperechoic lesions 
Midway through the study, the possibility that CPA signals in small hyperechoic 
lesions, particularly capillary haemangioma and avascular metastases, were more 
architecture related than flow related, became a consideration. The report on 36 
lesions on CPA of focal hepatic lesions by Choi et al lent support to this hypothesis 
(Choi B I et al, 1996). To further validate this issue, a simple sponge phantom test was 
performed. This showed remarkably similar images to in-vivo hepatic haemangioma. 
No numerical difference was shown between hepatic haemangioma and the sponge 
phantom for all quantified parameters (table 6.14). No signals could be obtained on 
spectral analysis despite the demonstration of apparent signals within both hepatic 
haemangiomata and the sponge phantom on CPA. The origin of signals within the 
sponge are likely to be the result of strong reflective interfaces. The similarity with 
hepatic haemangioma is strong circumstantial evidence that it is the architecture of 
the haemangioma that is responsible for most, if not all, of the CPA signals. Similar 
CPA images of the sponge phantom were produced on repeated scanning with a fixed 
probe to exclude inadvertent hand motion whilst scanning. This makes contributory 
factors from microscopic hand movements less likely. In the actual clinical setting of 
scanning in vivo hepatic haemangioma，motions from microscopic respiratory 
movements and transmitted pulsations may contribute to the CPA signals. 
CPA signal parameters Haemangioma Sponge 
Mean signal 'count' number 16.1 18.0 
Mean signal 'hit'number 25.9 27.0 
Mean signal 'hit'density (per cm^) 12.0 9.6 
Mean signal ‘hit，area (%) 2 ^ 19.3 
Table 6.14 Numerical CPA signal comparison between hepatic haemangiomas and 
sponge phantom 
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Weskott Studied the lower limit of CPA sensitivity in the detection of slow flow in-
vitro with fine flow tubes (Weskott H P 1997) . He showed that the lowest detectable 
flow velocity within a 0.05 mm tube was O.llcm/s. This is above the range of human 
capillary flow at 0.03-0.08cm/s ( Weskott H P 1997’ Bollinger A et al 1974) and 
further reinforces the likelihood that CPA signals within hepatic haemangiomata are 
unlikely to be due to flow. These signals appear more frequently on low PRF and high 
gain settings (350 to 700Hz and >80% gain) in our experience, the same settings 
necessary for slow flow detection. 
Rubin et al commented that there may be instances when distinguishing flow from 
artifacts might be difficult and spectral Doppler might be essential (Ronald 0 B et al 
1996). However, the small caliber of signals within these hepatic haemangioma 
rendered spectral Doppler impossible as well. 
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6.11 Limitations of CPA in focal hepatic lesion imaging 
As with other techniques, limitations exist in applying CPA to imaging of focal 
hepatic lesion. These are related to the inherent physical properties of the technique as 
well as to individual subjects studied. 
6.11.1 Extremely motion sensitive 
This is one important inherent physical limitation of CPA. As discussed previously in 
section 2.4.3，increased gain can be employed in CPA imaging resulting in increased 
overall sensitivity in detection of signals. However, the susceptibility to motion is 
increased as well. Although manufacturers have implemented motion suppression 
devices (such as Dynamic Motion differentiation (DMD) in the ATL HDI 3000 
scanner), motion was still a problem in the actual clinical setting limiting success in 
less cooperative subjects. A number of subjects were excluded due to inability to hold 
their breath for acquisition of a satisfactory CPA image. In addition, application of 
CPA in paediatric hepatic imaging has also been discouraging ^abcock D S et al 
1996) for similar reasons. 
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6.11.2 Critical PRF and gain settings 
In the early phase of this technique, easy machine settings was a major advantage 
(Rubin J M 1993). There was no need to critically select an optimal PRF or color steer 
since this technique did not have aliasing or angle dependence problem. This was only 
partially true in our experience as selection of optimal PRF and gain setting was still 
crucial in ensuring good images. Low PRF (350 Hz to 700 Hz) increased 
susceptibility to detection of signals from strong reflective interfaces with potential 
confusion with signals from genuine flow. Another practical point was that in the 
evaluation of a lesion, CD imaging was often performed before CPA. When switching 
from CD to CPA, one did not always observe more signals. This was because similar 
gain was employed (about 70%). In our experience, it is necessary to blow up CPA 
gain to at least 80% to 85% to obtain satisfactory CPA images. 
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6.11.3 Position of lesion 
Certain locations offocal hepatic lesions render CPA impossible. These include: 
(i) Position 1 : lesions in the left lobe of the liver just beneath the heart (figure 6.14). 
Lesions in this position are affected by direct transmitted cardiac pulsation resulting in 
severe motion artifacts that render CPA impossible. 
^ \ Left lobe ofliver 
r ^ � h 
Heart / \ / 
lesion 乂 
VA^ 
Figure 6.13 Diagram showing a sagittal section through the left lobe of the liver with a 
lesion susceptible to transmitted cardiac pulsation when performing CPA. 
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(ii) Position 2 : lesions in the right lobe of the liverjust beneath the right hemi-diaphragm 
(figure 6.15). Lesions in this position are susceptible to signals reflected from right lung 
base even for patients who can hold their breath satisfactorily, causing severe reflective 
interface artifacts. 
^ > - > " ^ 1 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " Right hemi-diaphragm 
C ^ ^ 
W t t ) \ 
I / ： Right liobe 
• ' • » 
• ‘ I » 
» ‘ I » 
• • ‘ I » 
Reflective artifacts 
Figure 6.14 Diaphragm showing hepatic lesion under right hemi-diaphragm that is 
susceptible to strong reflective artifacts. 
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(iii) Position 3 : Lesions too deep (> 12 cm) or too large (> than 14 cm diameter) (figure 
6.16). Intensity of reflected signals decreases with depth as with other Doppler 
techniques. For CPA，signals will reach noise floor if the lesion depth is greater than 
12 cm even with gain compensation. It may be possible to overcome the problem of 
deep seated lesions by imaging in another plane e.g. transverse plane to shorten the 
imaging depth for higher signal return. 
However a fall of f in CPA signal is always noted in the far zone ofhuge lesions ( greater 
than 12 cm in diameter). 
w � \ 
\ [NearZone] / \ 
T / ^ ] y 
\ 12cm 14 cm 乂 
t ^ 
(Far Zone) ^ y ^ 
Figure 6.15 Diagram illustrating deep seated (A) and large (B) lesions associated with an 
observed fall off in CPA signals. The region in blue denote far zone within a large lesion. 
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6.12 Comparison with similar studies 
6.12.1 Spectral Doppler Analysis 
Several studies have addressed the spectral characteristics of focal hepatic lesions. These 
include: 
(i) the presence or absence of signals 
(ii) the peak shift velocities on spectral Doppler 
(iii) the pattern of signals (pulsatile, continuous and mixed) 
Lin Z Y et al 1991，reported that Doppler signals in hepatocellular carcinomas (^ 5 cm) 
demonstrated vessels with highest velocity and haemangioma the lowest. The specificity 
and positive predictive value approached 100% despite low sensitivity and negative 
predictive values (61.5% and 71.7% respectively). 
Taylor J W et al 1987，graded the spectral Doppler signal intensity of different hepatic 
lesions and showed that HCC showed the highest peak shift velocities ( greater than 5 
KHz) and haemangiomas the lowest (smaller than 1 kHz), with intermediate values of 
4KHz for metastases. 
Ohnishi et al 1989 subsequently performed a similar study showing a similar trend in the 
order of decreasing shifts from HCC to haemangioma. 
Yasuhara et al 1988，showed that HCC, metastases and haemangiomas showed variable 
waveforms ranging from pulsatile to continuous, rendering it non specific. 
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In this study: 
(i) Better spectral Doppler traces were achieved with greater ease using CPA than CD. 
(ii) Capillary haemangiomas and avascular (CD-) metastases did not show signals on 
spectral Doppler analysis (diameter less than 2.5 cm) despite presence of signals on 
CPA. 
(iii) Twelve of 31 hepatocellular carcinomas showed Doppler signals. Ten showed 
pulsatile tracing (32.3%), two were mixed (16.6%) and none showed continuous 
tracing. Three showed high systolic peak (9.6%) ( >100 cm/s or 4 KHz ) (section 
5.3.4) and in agreement with previous studies (Lin Z Y et al, Taylor J W et al). 
(iv) Continuous spectral Doppler tracing in all cavernous haemangioma with spectral 
Doppler possible. Three out of 16 (18.8%) on CPA showed continuous spectral 
tracing. 
(V) Similarly, seven of 12 spectral Doppler tracing in vascular metastases showed signal 
with four (33.3%) pulsatile tracing rendering it non specific (present in HCC as well) 
as stated by Yasuhara et a l . 
CPA demonstrated longer signals / vessels enabling easier spectral Doppler analysis. 
There are limitations when imaging lesions are smaller than 2.5 cm in diameter, where 
spectral analysis is not possible even in the presence of signals on CPA. 
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6.12.2 Color Doppler 
Tanaka S et al ,1990 characterized focal hepatic lesions using CD, showing that 
(i) 75% of HCC showed peripheral blood flow surrounding the tumor, termed as 'basket' 
flow pattern. 
(ii) 65 % of HCC showed central blood flow that running into and branching within the 
tumor. 
(iii)A dilated portal vein meandering around the tumor was observed in 50% of 
metastases and termed ‘detour，pattern 
(iv) 50% of haemangiomas ( > 3 cm) showed color patches in central region of tumor, 
termed ‘spot，pattem 
In this study, signal distribution by CD and CPA have been classified by signal 
dominance method, with the following results: 
• Capillary haemangioma : 48.1% Diffuse，40.7% central, 11.2% peripheral 
• Cavemous haemangioma : 47% Peripheral, 43 % central 
• Abscess : 50 % Peripheral, 25 % diffuse 
• Hepatocellular carcinoma : 61.3 % Central，35.5 % Peripheral, 3 2% diffuse 
• Avascular metastases : 50 % Diffuse, 25% central，25% diffuse 
• Vascular metastases : 75 % Peripheral, 25% central 
Percentages are calculated from tables 5.19，5.21,5.23,5.25,5.27,5.29 in section 5.5. 
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Similarities observed between this and previous studies include: 
(i) two types of signal distribution (central and peripheral) in HCC 
(ii) predominant peripheral signal distribution in vascular ( CD+) metastases 
Differences observed between this and previous studies include: 
(i) Similar amount of central but less peripheral signals are noted in HCC in this study. 
(ii) Cavemous haemangioma showed peripheral signal distribution in this study but 
central signal in previous studies. 
(iii) Capillary haemangioma and abscesses were not addressed in previous studies. 
Differences in results can be explained by: 
(i) Differences in size of lesions studied 
• size of HCC studied (1 to 7 cm in previous Tanaka et al study and 1.2 to 18 cm in this 
study) accounting for less peripheral signal distribution in this study as larger HCC 
usually have fall off in CPA peripheral signal towards far field. 
(ii) Differences in classification of lesion 
• haemangiomas were not classified according to size in previous Tanaka et al study 
accounting for difference in signal distribution as smaller haemangiomas tend to have 
increased central CPA signal as seen in capillary haemangioma where both central 
and peripheral ( implying diffuse) signals are detected in this study. 
• metastases were not classified into avascular (CD-) and vascular (CD+) in previous 
Tanaka et al study. 
(iii) Differences in number of lesions studied 
• 20 HCC in previous Tanaka et al study and 31 HCC in this study 
• 6 haemangiomas in previous Tanaka et al study and 17 haemangiomas in this study 
• 4 metastases in previous Tanaka et al study and 18 metastases in this study 
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6.12.3 Color Power Angiography 
A recent study by Choi et al reported on the qualitative CPA characteristics of three types 
of focal hepatic lesions: haemangioma, HCC and metastases. A similar scanner ATL HDI 
3000 was used. The findings in this study ( Choi B I et al 1996) are summarized below: 
(i) CPA detected more signal in 56% of lesion than CD, 44% lesions showed similar 
amount of signal with CPA as with CD 
(ii) 83 % of haemangiomas showed no signals on CD but all had signals on CPA. 
(iii) 58% of haemangiomas showed marked diffuse signals 
(iv) 33% of metastases showed no CD or CPA signals (vascularity not known) 
(V) Central signal distribution was predominant in HCC (45%) and metastases (33%) 
(vi) The origin of CPA signals in haemangioma might not be solely due to 
flow 
(vii) Recognized the lack of an adequately objective method of quantitatively evaluating 
amount intratumoral signals 
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In this current study: 
(i) CPA depicts more signal than CD in 80 % hepatic lesions on quantitative analysis. 
(ii) All capillary haemangiomas showed no signals on CD. 
(iii) All capillary haemangiomas (< 2.5 cm diameter) showed marked diffuse signals on 
CPA termed as a characteristic ‘diffuse blush， 
(iv) All avascular metastases showed 'no signals' on CD 
(V) Central signal was predominant in haemangiomas O^oth capillary &cavemous) (43%) 
(table 6.12). 
(vi) Central signal was predominant in HCC (62%), and metastases showed more 
peripheral signals (50 %) (table 6.12) 
(vii) Origin of flow signals was evaluated by a sponge phantom test which showed that 
signals in small echogenic lesions (including capillary haemangioma) are likely due to 
architecture of lesion rather than flow 
(viii) A modified semi quantitative method was used to objectively analyze signal amount 
on CD and CPA 
The differences in results are likely due to different sample size, classification criteria and 
size of lesions studied. Distribution of CPA signals in the three main types of lesion in 
Choi's and our study are summarized in table 6.15. 
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Choi B I et al, 1996 
Central Peripheral Diffuse No s i g n a l � 
Haemangioma (n' =12) 3(25) 0(0) 9(75) 0(0) 
HCC (n'= 11) 5(46) 2(18) 2(18) 2(18) 
Mets (n'= 9) 3(33) 1(11) 2(22) 3(34) 
This study 
Central Peripheral Diffuse No signals 
Haemangioma (n' = 42) 18 (43) 11 (26) 13(31) 0(0) 
HCC (n'= 31) 19(62) 11 (35) 1 (3) 0(0) 
Mets (n'= 18) 3(17) 9(50) 6(33) 0(0) 
Note- All numbers are lesion number. Number in parenthesis denote percentages. 
Table 6.15 Comparison of CPA signal distribution in Choi and this study. 
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6.13 Validation of quantitative results 
Quantitation of signal amount on CD and CPA remains a problem in clinical practice. 
Absence of a consistent and convenient method remains the primary reason. Although a 
regional vessel counting method in signal quantification has been applied in this study, 
this method was at best semi quantitative (section 6.2 and 6.6). 
Recent studies have addressed this problem and provided new quantification methods 
such as automated quantification (Kedar R P et al 1995) and fractional moving blood 
volume estimation (Rubin J M et al 1995). However, these methods remain in their 
infancy and are institution based. Only a limited number of advanced research units have 
the equipment that enables quantification using these two methods. Meanwhile, validation 
remains a problem. Future work on contrast, harmonics as well as quantification are 
essential in evaluating the ‘ vascularity' ofalesion. 
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Chapter 7 Conclusion 
CPA is more sensitive than CD with more signals detected within focal hepatic 
lesions on both qualitative and quantitative analysis. CPA detectes more signals in 80 
% of focal hepatic lesions compared with CD in this study. 
Qualitative review showed different distribution of CPA signals in different focal 
lesions. A ‘ diffuse blush, appears to be characteristic of small hyperechoic hepatic 
lesions ( < 2.5 cm in diameter). There is an appreciable qualitative increase in 
brightness in capillary haemangioma compares with avascular metastasis. 
Quantitative CPA parameters including mean signal 'count' number (mN), signal ‘hit， 
number (mH), signal count density (mC), signal hit density (mD) and % signal hit 
area (mA) were calculated for various focal hepatic lesions by a regional signal 
counting method with capillary haemangioma showing the highest mean signal 
density and % signal area.Quantitative CPA signal dominance demonstrated diffuse 
signals in capillary haemangioma and avascular metastases. Predominantly peripheral 
signals were present in cavemous haemangioma, abscess and vascular metastases. 
Only HCC demonstrated central signal dominance. 
Spectral Doppler analysis of CPA signals was more easily done because signals were 
observed to be longer in length. 
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Non linear regression analysis showed the relationship between volume of lesion and 
total signal number on CPA image to have highest significance for various focal 
hepatic lesions. A linear decrease in CPA signal density with increasing lesion size on 
logarithmic scale was demonstrated for all lesions. 
CPA appears to be able to characterize capillary haemangioma and avascular 
metastases with a characterisitc diffuse blush. CPA depicts more penetrating vessels 
than CD which helps identify malignant lesions. CPA remains an adjunct to CD and 
employing both techniques together may help to differentiate majority of focal hepatic 
lesions, as well as distinguish benign from malignant. The flow chart in section 6.9 
may be applied to differentiation of focal hepatic lesions in clinical practice. 
Using quantitative parameters to differentiate benign from malignant lesions, only 
CPA signal ‘count，and 'hit' density showed possible cut-off values of 3.5 and 1.2， 
with a sensitivity of 83.6 % & 67.3 %，specificity of 58.3 % & 77.1 % and an 
accuracy of 70.1 % & 72.2 % respectively. However, both signal distribution and 
penetrating vessels on CPA cannot differentiate between benign and malignant lesions 
by plotting ROC curves. 
Origin of CPA signals in small hyperechoic lesions is believed to be related primarily 
to architecture rather than flow as demonstrated by sponge phantom test. 
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Conclusions 
The major limitations of this technique includes motion sensitivity, critical image 
settings (gain and PRF), and also lesion position. 
Results are largely consistent with previous reports in literature although minor 
differences exists. The reasons for discrepancies have been described. With a larger 
sample size, and more detailed classification of focal hepatic lesions as well as further 
exploration of important CPA artifacts, these results may contribute to the 
understanding of the role of CPA in focal hepatic lesion imaging. Furthermore the 
application of a quantitation technique in analyzing CPA signals within lesions 
objectively has not been previously performed to our knowledge. This may serve as a 
baseline for future comparison with other techniques. 
Appreciating the limitations of this study, future research directions and possible 
application of this technique are suggested. Machines equipped with genuine 
quantitation capabilities would be the direction in the future. Meanwhile, the 
quantitation technique employed in this study may be the most convenient and cost 
effective method in understanding CPA quantitation to aid in the differentiation of 
focal hepatic lesions. 
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Legends 
Figure 1.01 a Microspoic structure of a liver lobule, showing the hepatic cellular 
plates and the portal triad. 
Figure 1.01 b Histological section of the normal liver functional unit. 
Figure 1.02 Model of a lobule. Three portal tracts surround and run parallel to a 
central hepatic vein. An acinus is outlined. 
Figure 1.03 Surgical segments of the liver. Note the caudate is separate from these 
eight segments. 
Figure 1.04 Sagittal sonogram through porta hepatis showing portal triad composed of 
hepatic artery (HA), portal vein (PV) and common bile duct (CBD). 
Figure 1.05 Nodes around the proper hepatic artery termed as 'T)aisy chain" nodes. 
Figure 1.06 Ligamentum teres seen on axial section of liver. The acoustic shadow due 
to attenuation of fat within this ligament. 
Figure 1.07 Ligamentum venosum separating the quadrate (segment of the left lobe) 
anteriorly from the caudate. 
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Figure 1.08 This sonogram shows the three hepatic veins converging into the inferior 
vena cava. 
Figure 1.09 Intercostal oblique scan showing the anterior branch of right portal vein 
branching into its ascending and descending branches. 
Figure 1.10 Axial section of left lobe showing the left portal vein branching into its 
tributaries. 
Figure 1.11 Normal and most common form of hepatic artery and it tributaries' 
anatomy. 
Figure 1.12 a-i Variants of coeliac axis hepatic artery and its tributaries. 
Figure 1.13 Various forms of common surgical hepatic resections. 
Figure 2.01 Hepatic haemangiomas with typical honey comb appearance. The larger 
one appears heterogenous and smaller one homogenous, correlating with usual 
sonographic appearance. 
Figure 2.02 a. Nodular HCC with background micronodular cirrhosis. 
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Figure 2.02 b. Massive HCC which shows a complex large tumor in the right lobe 
(arrows) and multiple small satellite nodules (arrowheads) in the left lobe. The 
uninvolved liver is non-cirrhotic. 
Figure 2.02 c. Diffuse HCC with hepatomegaly and numerous nodules seen 
throughout liver. 
Figure 2.02 d. Fibrolamellar Carcinoma with classical central stellate scar and 
scalloped border resembling focal nodular hyperplasia. The background liver is non 
cirrhotic. 
Figure 2.03 Diffuse liver metastasis from oat-cell carcinoma of the bronchus which 
resembles micronodular cirrhosis. 
Figure 2.04 Color power angiography (CPA) of a neuroendocrine hepatic metastases. 
Figure 2.05 Angiogram showing a hypervascular HCC (arrowheads) in the right lobe 
of liver. 
Figure 2.06 CT showing a large HCC (arrowheads) with central area of necrosis in the 
right lobe of liver. No lipiodol stain is seen on this section. 
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Figure 2.07 MRI showing a HCC(arrowheads) in the right lobe of liver on T2 
weighted axial section. No contrast is used in this subject. 
Figure 2.08 99m Tc labelled red blood cell imaging showing two haemangiomas 
(arrowheads) in the RT lobe of liver. 
Figure 2.09 Gray scale B mode sonogram showing an echogenic lesion (arrowheads) 
in the right lobe of liver. 
Figure 2.10 CPA aided pulse Doppler spectral analysis with pulsatile spectrum. 
Figure 2.11 Color Doppler imaging showing intratumoral color signals with a large 
focal hepatic lesion. 
Figure 2.12 Color power angiography (CPA) showing intratumoral signals with a 
calcified hyperechoic metastases from breast primary. 
Figures 2.13 a & b The two CPA background in two different subjects, solid (a) & tint 
0)) options are shown. Note the increased transparencies in ‘tint，background with a 
better gray scale correlation. 
Figure 4.01 Typical gray scale appearances of capillary haemanigoma. Well defined, 
homogenous hyperchoic lesion and smaller than 2.5cm in diameter. 
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Figure 4.02 Typical gray scale appearances of cavemous haemangioma. Well defined, 
hetergenous with hypoechoic areas and greater than 2.5 cm in diameter. 
Figure 4.03 Typical gray scale appearances of hepatic abscess. Well defined, 
heterogenous with cystic areas and greater than 2.5cm in diameter. Posterior acoustic 
enhancement is common. 
Figure 4.04 Typical gray scale appearances of hepatocellular carcinoma. Well or ill 
defined, heterogenous and usually very large in size. 
Figure 4.05 Typical gray scale appearances of metastases. Well or ill defined, 
heterogenous, varied in sizes and occasionally haloed. 
Figure 4.06 Diagrammatic illustration of sponge phantom test 
Figure 4.07 Resizable rotational grid 1 composed of4concentric rings ruled at 0.5 cm 
radii 
Figure 4.08 Resizable rotational grid 2 composed of 20 random dots within each 
transparent 1cm ring. 
Figure 4.09 Superimposition of grid 1 over grid 2 for vessel counting 
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Figure 4.10 Schematic diagram showing division of rings superimposed over 
lesion into central and peripheral zones. 
Figure 5.01 Corresponding cross grading seen on CD and CPA color bar. 
Figures 5.02 a & b CD (a) and CPA � images of capillary haemangioma. 
Figures 5.03 a & b CD (a) and CPA � images of cavemous haemangioma. 
Figures 5.04 a & b CD (a) and CPA (b) images of hepatic abscess. 
Figures 5.05 a & b CD (a) and CPA (b) images of hepatocellular carcinoma. 
Figures 5.06 a & b CD (a) and CPA (b) images of avascular metastases. 
Figures 5.07 a & b CD (a) and CPA (b) images of vascular metastases. 
Figures 5.08 a & b CD (a) and CPA (b) images of sponge phantom. 
Figures 5.09 a，b, c The three forms of characteristic spectral Doppler signals namely 
continuous ( a )，pulsatile ( b ) and mixed ( c ) . 
Figure 5.10 a A plot of signal counts on CD and CPA image according to distance 
from center of capillary haemangioma 
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Figure 5.10 b A plot of signal hits on CD and CPA image according to distance 
from center of capillary haemangioma 
Figure 5.11 a A plot of signal counts on CD and CPA image according to distance 
from center of cavemous haemangioma 
Figure 5.11 b A plot of signal hits on CD and CPA image according to distance from 
center of cavemous haemangioma 
Figure 5.12 a A plot of signal counts on CD and CPA image according to distance 
from center of hepatic abscess 
Figure 5.12 b A plot ofsignal hits on CD and CPA image according to distance 
from center of hepatic abscess 
Figure 5.13 a A plot of signal counts on CD and CPA image according to distance 
from center of hepatocellular carcinoma 
Figure 5.13 b A plot of signal hits on CD and CPA image according to distance 
from center of hepatocellular carcinoma 
Figure 5.14 a A plot of signal counts on CD and CPA image according to distance 
from center of avascular (CD-) metastases 
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Figure 5.14 b A plot of signal hits on CD and CPA image according to distance 
from center of avascular (CD-) metastases 
Figure 5.15 a A plot of signal counts on CD and CPA image according to distance 
from center of vascular (CD+) metastases 
Figure 5.15 b A plot of signal hits on CD and CPA image according to distancefrom center 
of vascular (CD+) metastases 
Figure 5.16 A plot between volume and CPA hit density in capillary haemangioma on 
logarithmic scale shows an inverse linear relationship. 
Figure 5.17 A plot between volume and CPA hit density in cavemous haemangioma on 
logarithmic scale shows an inverse linear relationship. 
Figure 5.18 A plot between volume and CPA hit density in hepatocellular carcinoma on 
logarithmic scale shows an inverse linear relationship. 
Figure 5.19 A plot between volume and CPA hit density in both types of metastases on 
logarithmic scale shows an inverse linear relationship. 
Figure 6.01 Schematic diagram showing that in both case A or B，the signal would be 
counted as 'one' within ring 1. 
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Figure 6.02 Diagram illustrating a signal coincident over a ring, this count would be 
added to inner ring A. 
Figure 6.03 Diagram illustrating that partial or complete overlap of a dot over a signal 
would be counted as a 'hit'. 
Figure 6.04 Qualitative CPA images of capillary haemangioma (a) and avascular 
metastasis (b) showed that signals are less bright in hue in avascular metastasis. 
Figure 6.05 A plot of number of lesions against signal parameters for all focal hepatic 
lesions. 
Figure 6.06 Signal distribution using CPA signal hit for different focal hepatic lesions. 
Figure 6.07 Scattergram using CPA signal ‘count, density as judging parameter to 
distinguish bengin from malignant focal hepatic lesions. 
Figure 6.08 Scattergram using CPA signal 'hit' density as judging parameter to 
distinguish bengin from malignant focal hepatic lesions. 
Figure 6.09 Scattergram using CPA signal 'hit' % area as judging parameter to 
distinguish bengin from malignant focal hepatic lesions. Noted that no optimal cut off line 
could be drawn. 
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Figure 6.10 Scattergram using CPA pentetrating vessel as judging parameter to 
distinguish bengin from malignant focal hepatic lesions. Noted that no optimal cut off 
line could be drawn. 
Figure 6.11 ROC curve using CPA signal 'count' density as judging parameter. 
Figure 6.12 ROC curve using CPA signal 'hit' density as judging parameter. 
Figure 6.13 Diagram showing a sagittal section through the left lobe of the liver with a 
lesion susceptible to transmitted cardiac pulsation when performing CPA. 
Figure 6.14 Diaphragm showing hepatic lesion under right hemi-diaphragm that is 
susceptible to strong reflective artifacts. 
Figure 6.15 Diagram illustrating deep seated (A) and large (B) lesions associated with an 
observed fall off in CPA signals. The region in blue denotes far zone within a lesion. 
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Tables 
Table 2.01. Different terminology of Color Power Angiography on literature. 
Table 2.02 Relative advantages and disadvantages of CPA. 
Table 4.01. Particulars of subjects with capillary haemangioma (Appendix a). 
Table 4.02 Particulars of subjects with cavemous haemangioma (appendix b). 
Table 4.03 Particulars of subjects with hepatic abscess (appendix c). 
Table 4.04 Particulars of subjects with hepatocellular carcinoma (appendix d). 
Table 4.05 Particulars of subjects with avascular (CD-) hepatic metastases (appendix e). 
Table 4.06 Particulars of subjects with vascular (CD+) hepatic metastases (appendix e). 
Table 4.07 a Summary of machine settings for CD and CPA imaging. 
Table 4.07 b Summary of machine settings for CPA spectral Doppler analysis. 
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Table 5.01 Cross grading method for qualitative comparison of flow signals using 
CD and CPA. 
Table 5.02 Table showing the interobserver variation for presence of CD and CPA 
signals in 96. 
Table 5.03 Table showing the interobserver variation for amount of CD and CPA signals 
in 96 lesions. 
Table 5.04 Table showing the interobserver variation for number of tortuous CD and 
CPA signals. 
Table 5.05 Table showing the interobserver variation for presence of neighboring 
landmarks on CD and CPA. 
Table 5.06 Table showing the interobserver variation for brightness and hue of CD and 
CPA signals. 
Table 5.07 Table showing the interobserver variation of signal distribution on CD and 
CPA in capillary haemangioma. 
Table 5.08 Table showing the interobserver variation of signal distribution on CD and 
CPA in cavemous haemangioma. 
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Table 5.09 Table showing the interobserver variation of signal distribution on CD and 
CPA in abscess. 
Table 5.10 Table showing the interobserver variation of signal distribution on CD and 
CPA in hepatocellular carcinoma. 
Table 5.11 Table showing the interobserver variation of signal distribution on CD and 
CPA in avascular (CD-) metastases. 
Table 5.12 Table showing the interobserver variation of signal distribution on CD and 
CPA in vascular (CD+) metastases. 
Table 5.13 Quantitation of CD and CPA parameters in capillary haemangioma. 
Table 5.14 Quantitation of CD and CPA parameters in cavemous haemangioma. 
Table 5.15 Quantitation of CD and CPA parameters in hepatic abscess. 
Table 5.16 Quantitation of CD and CPA parameters in hepatocellular carcinoma. 
Table 5.17 Quantitation of CD and CPA parameters in avascular (CD-) metastases. 
Table 5.18 Quantitation of CD and CPA parameters in vascular (CD+) metastases. 
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Table 5.19 The signal distribution in capillary haemangioma 
Table 5.20 Signal parameter difference in capillary haemangioma. 
Table 5.21 The signal distribution in cavernous haemangioma. 
Table 5.22 Signal parameter difference in cavemous haemangioma. 
Table 5.23 The signal distribution in hepatic abscess. 
Table 5.24 Signal parameter difference in hepatic abscess. 
Table 5.25 The signal distribution in hepatocellular carcinoma. 
Table 5.26 Signal parameter difference in hepatocellular carcinoma. 
Table 5.27 The signal distribution in avascular (CD-) metastases. 
Table 5.28 Signal parameter difference in avascular (CD-) metastases. 
Table 5.29 The signal distribution in vascular (CD+) metastases. 
Table 5.30 Signal parameter difference in vascular (CD+) metastases. 
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Table 5.31 Summary of the mean numbers of penetrating vessels in various focal hepatic 
lesions, as defined in materials and method (section 4.5.4) 
Table 5.32 This table illustrates the statistical relationship between size and amount of signal 
in capillary haemangioma. The pair of variables with the highest R^ value for capillary 
haemangioma is CPA hit density Vs vo!ume (figure 5.16) by POWER non linear 
regression. 
Table 5.33 This table illustrates the statistical relationship between size and amount of signal 
in cavemous haemangioma. The pair of variables with the highest R^ value for cavemous 
haemangioma is CPA hit density Vs volume (figure 5.17) by POWER non linear 
regression. 
Table 5.34 This table illustrates the statistical relationship between size and amount of signal 
in hepatocellular carcinoma. The pair of variables with the highest R^ value for 
hepatocellular carcinoma is CPA hit density Vs volume (figure 5.18) by POWER non 
linear regression. 
Table 5.35 This table illustrates the statistical relationship between size and amount of signal 
in metastases. The pair of variables with the highest R^ value for capillary metastases is 
CPA hit density Vs volume (figure 5.19) by INVERSE non linear regression. 
Table 6.01 Quantitative comparison between hepatic haemangioma and metastasis. 
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Table 6.02 Table showing the number of focal hepatic lesions seen on CPA compared to 
CD. 
Table 6.03 Comparison of signal detection on CD and CPA for various types of focal 
hepatic lesions. 
Table 6.04 Comparison of CD and CPA count and hit of different focal hepatic lesions. Note 
using only CPA parameters, none of the lesions showed statistical significance and could 
not be differentiated from each other. 
Table 6.05 Comparison of CD and CPA count and hit density and area of different focal 
hepatic lesions. Note using CPA signal count and hit density best differentiated various focal 
hepatic lesions. 
Table 6.06 Table showing the mean CD and CPA quantified parameter difference. Those on 
CPA showed higher values (marked with red *). 
Table 6.07 Table comparing CD and CPA count and hit differences for various focal hepatic 
lesions. Significant differences is noted between CPA and CD for HCC, where CPA was 
superior in judging signal dominance. 
Table 6.08 A table showing the difference in penetrating vessel on CD and CPA for various 
focal hepatic lesions. 
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Table 6.09 Image characteristics of focal hepatic lesions. 
Table 6.10 Signal distribution of focal hepatic lesions. 
Table 6.11 Spectral Doppler characteristics of focal hepatic lesions. 
Table 6.12 Table showing CPA signal ‘count，density in distinguishing benign from 
malignant lesions. 
Table 6.13 Table showing CPA signal 'hit' density in distinguishing benign from malignant 
lesions. 
Table 6.14 Numerical CPA signal comparison between hepatic haemangiomas and sponge 
phantom. 
Table 6.15 Comparison of CPA signal distribution in Choi and this study. 
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Glossary of abbreviations 
% CH area Percentage hit area on color Doppler 
% PH area Percentage hit area on Color Power Angiography 
A Mets Avascular metastases 
Abs Abscess 
ARPV Anterior branch of right portal vein 
Asc Ascending branch 
ATL Advanced Technology Laboratory 
AV Avascular 
A-Vdifference Aterio-venous difference 
C central Number of signal counts within central zone on color Doppler 
C density Count density on color Doppler 
C diff Differences in signal counts between central and peripheral zones 
C peripheral Number of signal counts within peripheral zone on color Doppler 
C Signal count on color Doppler 
Cap Capillary haemangima 
Cau Caudate 
Cav Cavemous haemangioma 
CD - Absence of color Doppler signals 
CD + Presence of color Doppler signals 
CD Color Doppler Imaging 
CH central Number of signal hits within central zone on color Doppler 
CH density Hit density on color Doppler 
CH diff Differences in signal hits between central and peripheral zones 
CH peripheral Number of signal hits within peripheral zone on color Doppler 
CH Signal hit on color Doppler 
CHA Common hepatic artery 
cm Centimeters 
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cm^ Cubic centimeters 
Con Portal confluence 
CPA Color Power Angiography 
CT Computed Tomography 
Des Descending branch 
DMD Dynamic Motion Differentiation 
GDA Gastro-duodenal artery 
H'i Height of lesion in 产 patient 
HA Hepatic artery 
HCC Hepatocellular carcinoma 
Hi Total number of signal hits in 产 patient 
IVC Inferior Vena Cava 
kHz Kilohertz 
LGA Left gastric artery 
LHA Left hepatic artery 
LHV Left hepatic vein 
Li Length of lesion in 产 patient 
LT Ligamentum teres 
LV Ligamentum Venosum 
M: F ratio Male to Female ratio 
mA Mean signal percentage 'hit' area 
mC Mean signal 'count' density 
mD Mean signal 'hit' density 
mH Mean signal 'hit' number 
MHV Middle Hepatic Vein 
MI Mechanical indices 
mmHG Millimeter mercury 
mN Mean signal 'count' number 
MRI Magnetic Resonance Imaging 
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n Number of subjects 
n ‘ Number of focal lesions 
Ni Total number of signals in the 产 patient 
NM Nuclear Medicine 
P central Number of signal counts within central zone on Color Power 
Angiography 
P density Count density on Color Power Angiography 
P diff Differences in signal counts between central and peripheral zones 
P peripheral Number of signal counts within peripheral zone on Color Power 
Angiography 
P vessel Penetrating vessel 
P Signal count on Color Power Angiography 
PC Personal Computer 
PD Power Doppler 
PH central Number of signal hits within central zone on Color Power 
Angiography 
PH density Hit density on Color Power Angiography 
PH diff Differences in signal hits between central and peripheral zones 
PH peripheral Number of signal hits within peripheral zone on Color Power 
Angiography 
PH Signal hit on Color Power Angiography 
PHA Proper hepatic artery 
PRF Pulse Repition Frequency 
RGA Right gastric artery 
RHA Right hepatic artery 
RHV Right Hepatic vein 
ROC Receiver Operating Characteristics curves 
S Acoustic Shadow 
SA Splenic artery 
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SMA Superior mesenteric artery 
SPECT Single Photon Emission Computerized Tomography 
TI Thermal indices 
US Ultrasonography 
V Mets Vascular metastases 
V Vascular 
Wi Width of lesion in 产 patient 
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Selected publications by the author relevant to thesis 
1. LK Young, WT Yang, KW Chan, C Metreweli : Quantitative Color Power 
Angiography of Hepatic haemangioma ； Facts and Fallacies. Radiology 1998 ； 
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